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Abstra t

SDF is a formalism for the de nition of syntax whi h is omparable
to BNF in some respe ts, but has a wider s ope in that it also overs
the de nition of lexi al and abstra t syntax. Its design and implementation are tailored towards the language designer who wants to develop
new languages as well as implement existing ones in a highly intera tive
manner. It emphasizes ompa tness of syntax de nitions by o ering (a)
a standard interfa e between lexi al and ontext-free syntax; (b) a standard orresponden e between ontext-free and abstra t syntax; ( ) powerful disambiguation and list onstru ts; and (d) an eÆ ient in remental
implementation whi h a epts arbitrary ontext-free syntax de nitions.
SDF an be ombined with a variety of programming and spe i ation
languages. In this way these obtain fully general user-de nable syntax.
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Prefa e to the revised edition
This is a revision of the SDF manual that has originally been published as [HHKR89℄.
It di ers from the original in the following respe ts:
 Two new prede ned sorts have been added:
{ IGNORE for des ribing strings inside lexi al tokens that have to be
ignored (see Se tion 4.5); and
{ REJECT for forbidden ombinations of adja ent lexi al tokens (see
Se tion 4.8).
 Lexi al disambiguation has been hanged (see Se tion 4.9):
{ The old Prefer Longest Mat h rule has been repla ed by a new Prefer
Longest Mat h per Sort rule.
{ A Prefer Variables rule has been added.
 Some new features in the ontext-free syntax were added:
{ Inje tions (see Se tions 5.5)
{ Expli it naming of fun tions in the abstra t syntax (see Se tion 5.6)
 In the de nition of the priority ordering >>, inje tion fun tions are now
taken into a ount (see Se tion 6).

1 Introdu tion
1.1 General design onsiderations
Sin e good notations may improve the readability of programs and other formal
spe i ations onsiderably, many programming and spe i ation languages give
the user some ontrol over the syntax that an be used. We refer the interested
reader to Se tion 11.4 of this manual for a brief survey of the development of
user-de nable syntax. Although an issue of general importan e, user-de nable
syntax be omes a sine qua non if a language is to be used for de ning other languages. A language de nition expressed in su h a meta-language might onsist
of the following parts:
 a de nition of the on rete (i.e., lexi al and ontext-free ) as well as abstra t
syntax of the language to be de ned;
 a de nition of its stati semanti s; and
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 a de nition of its dynami semanti s.
In the GIPE proje t (Generation of Intera tive Programming Environments [HKKL86℄)
we are onstru ting an environment for the intera tive development and implementation of languages and it is in this ontext that we designed SDF to handle
the syntax part of language de nitions.
Although the stati and dynami semanti s parts of language de nitions do
not on ern us in this manual, oupling semanti s to syntax does, and this is one
of the points where abstra t syntax omes in. From the viewpoint of on rete
syntax it is natural to des ribe this oupling in terms of string or text mat hing.
A string pattern ontaining variables is mat hed to the program text. If the
mat hing su eeds at some point in the text, the orresponding string values of
the variables are transmitted to the semanti rule atta hed to the pattern. In
pra ti e, however, the use of string mat hing gives rise to ambiguities that are
diÆ ult to ontrol. We therefore de ided that semanti s should be oupled to
syntax by means of tree mat hing, whi h is mu h less sus eptible to unintended
ambiguities.
Now the question arises whether the parse tree or the abstra t syntax tree of
the program text should be used. The parse tree is the derivation showing how
the text in question an be derived from the start symbol of the grammar. Its
interior nodes are non-terminals of the grammar and its leaves are the lexi al
tokens, su h as keywords, operator symbols, identi ers, et ., making up the
original text. The abstra t syntax tree only ontains the essential information
des ribing the text; its interior nodes are the onstru tors (also alled operators)
of the language and the dire t des endants of ea h node are its operands. The
leaves of the abstra t syntax tree are identi ers, integer onstants, et . The
main argument in favor of performing mat hing on the basis of abstra t syntax
trees rather than parse trees is that the latter may ontain many \unne essary"
nodes that an be omitted in the abstra t syntax tree.
SDF supports patterns with variables by allowing the de laration of a (possibly in nite) number of variables with user-de ned names in the variables-se tion
of a syntax de nition. A text ontaining variables (a text pattern) orresponds
to an abstra t syntax tree with variables (a tree pattern or an open term). The
a tual mat hing uses the abstra t syntax tree pattern. Texts with variables may
also be viewed as being in omplete, the variables playing the role of gaps that
have yet to be lled in.
It should be emphasized that a oupling of semanti s to syntax based on
abstra t syntax tree mat hing does not pre lude the use of on rete syntax in
the semanti s parts of a language de nition. In fa t, we are very mu h in favor
of doing this. The pri e to be paid is a dis repan y between the text mat hing
viewpoint, whi h is strongly suggested by the use of on rete syntax, and the
abstra t syntax tree mat hing viewpoint, whi h is the one a tually intended.
To minimize the gap separating both viewpoints, SDF impli itly de nes a standard translation from ontext-free to abstra t syntax, i.e., the translation from
ontext-free to abstra t syntax is the same for all SDF-de nitions. This implies
that SDF has less expressive power than, for instan e, the syntax de nition
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formalism Metal [KLMM83℄. The abstra t and ontext-free syntax de ned by
a Metal spe i ation may di er from ea h other in important respe ts not reprodu ible in SDF. For example, the order of the arguments of the abstra t
and on rete forms of a fun tion need not be the same in Metal. For the reason
given above, we believe a uniform and predi table relationship between abstra t
and ontext-free syntax to be a distin t advantage. If required, transformation
of abstra t syntax trees to some \deeper" form has to be expressed in the programming or spe i ation language in whi h SDF is embedded. In our ase this
is the algebrai spe i ation formalism ASF [BHK89, Chapter 1℄, in whi h we
express the stati and dynami semanti s of languages.
In the GIPE environment a syntax-dire ted editor is generated from the
syntax part of a language de nition [Log88, DK90, Koo92℄ and this is a se ond
point where abstra t syntax omes in. Syntax-dire ted movements through the
text an be performed mu h more eÆ iently on the basis of the orresponding
abstra t syntax tree than on the basis of the parse tree. As explained above,
the latter generally ontains many redundant nodes whi h give rise to void text
movements that may be quite irritating. On the other hand, text movements on
the basis of abstra t syntax annot be ome too unpredi table due to the xed
orresponden e between abstra t and ontext-free syntax enfor ed by SDF.
Although we do not dis uss modular SDF-de nitions in this manual, modularity has been an important design issue from the outset. In parti ular, putting
together SDF-de nitions that were developed independently from ea h other
should be fa ilitated. Using SDF, the language designer should be able to borrow parts of already existing language de nitions without undue diÆ ulty. We
therefore adopted the viewpoint that SDF would not only have to allow de nition of all ontext-free languages (BNF also permits this), but that its implementation would have to support this feature without reserve and impose no
additional LR- or LL-like onstraints. This is an advantage in another respe t
as well whi h has nothing to do with modularization. If full ontext-free power
is available, syntax de nitions no longer have to be brought into an a eptable,
but often unnatural form that obeys the restri tions imposed by the implementation. This in turn means that ontext-free and abstra t syntax may bear a
loser resemblan e to ea h other, whi h is exa tly what SDF requires.
An important question remains, however: what about ambiguous syntax
de nitions? This is a diÆ ult problem, whi h is not solved by SDF but whi h has
had impli ations for its design. Usually, ambiguous de nitions are eliminated
by applying the LR- or LL- onstraints we just dismissed as too limiting for
the language designer. In the general ase supported by our implementation,
ambiguous de nitions are handled orre tly in the sense that all parses of an
ambiguous senten e are returned, but freedom from ambiguities an no longer be
guaranteed in advan e due to the fa t that it is no longer de idable. Obviously,
unexpe ted ambiguities may ause fatal run-time errors. On the other hand,
allowing synta ti ambiguities leaves room for semanti disambiguation s hemes,
similar perhaps to some of the ones people use to disambiguate senten es in
natural language.
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Whereas semanti disambiguation falls outside its s ope, SDF attempts to
alleviate the problem of synta ti disambiguation by o ering a powerful priority
onstru t. This does not solve the problem of unexpe ted synta ti ambiguities,
of ourse. It only helps the language designer to eliminate sour es of ambiguity
he is already aware of. Synta ti disambiguation pro eeds in two phases: (1)
all parse trees ontaining internal priority on i ts are reje ted, and (2) the
remaining parse trees (if any) are ompared using a multiset ordering derived
from the priority rules given in the SDF-de nition. Unlike the rst phase (whi h
handles ordinary arithmeti al expressions, for instan e), the se ond phase allows
parses that are totally di erent to be ompared with ea h other. The power of
the priority me hanism is su h that unambiguous SDF-de nitions an be given
for some inherently ambiguous ontext-free languages, i.e., languages that do not
have an unambiguous ontext-free grammar. This does not mean, however, that
every desired disambiguation an be obtained by adding appropriate priorities
to a given ambiguous SDF-de nition without priorities.
The availability of a separate disambiguation onstru t means that disambiguation need not be expressed in terms of the syntax rules themselves. As
a result, parse trees will be mu h smaller and loser to abstra t syntax trees.
In addition to the availability of full ontext-free syntax mentioned before, this
is an important reason why the xed orresponden e between ontext-free and
abstra t syntax o ered by SDF turns out to be satisfa tory.
In addition to ontext-free and abstra t syntax, lexi al syntax an also be
de ned in SDF. Lexi al disambiguation annot be ontrolled by means of the
priority me hanism available at the ontext-free level, but is primarily based on
giving pre eden e to the longest lexemes and to literals o urring in the ontextfree syntax. Any remaining ambiguities are passed on to the ontext-free level.
In summary, SDF allows the de nition of on rete and abstra t syntax in
a single framework. Its design and implementation are tailored towards the
language designer who wants to develop new languages as well as implement
existing ones in a highly intera tive manner. It emphasizes ompa tness of syntax de nitions by o ering (a) a standard interfa e between lexi al and ontextfree syntax; (b) a standard orresponden e between ontext-free and abstra t
syntax; ( ) powerful disambiguation and list onstru ts; and (d) an eÆ ient
in remental implementation whi h a epts arbitrary ontext-free syntax de nitions. It an be ombined with a variety of programming and spe i ation
languages. In this way these obtain fully general user-de nable syntax.

1.2 A rst example
An SDF de nition onsists of ve se tions and has the following overall stru ture:
sorts: names of domains or non-terminals to be used in the other

se tions of the spe i ation

lexi al syntax: the rules of the lexi al syntax
ontext-free syntax: the rules of the on rete and abstra t syntax
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priorities: de nition of priority relations between rules of the ontext-

free syntax

variables: naming s hemes for variables

We introdu e the most signi ant features of SDF by means of an example in
whi h we de ne the lexi al, on rete and abstra t syntax of a simple programming language (see Figure 1).1 In the sorts se tion, six names are de lared.
These names an be interpreted in two ways:
 as non-terminals of a lexi al or a ontext-free grammar, and
 as names of the domains used to onstru t abstra t syntax trees.
We will use this dual interpretation of sorts to a hieve an automati mapping
between senten es and abstra t syntax trees. In the lexi al syntax se tion, we
de ne a spa e, a tabulation, and a newline hara ter as layout hara ters (line
3). In addition, the form of identi ers (line 4) and numeri onstants (line 5) is
de ned.
In the ontext-free syntax se tion, the on rete and abstra t syntax are
de ned:
 The on rete syntax is obtained by using the \non-terminal" interpretation of sorts and reading the rules from \right to left" as ordinary grammar
rules.
 The abstra t syntax is obtained by using the \domain" interpretation of
sorts and reading the rules from left to right as de nitions of (typed)
onstru tor fun tions for abstra t syntax trees. The sort names appearing
in fun tion de nitions de ne the types of the arguments as well as of the
result of these fun tions.
Some other features illustrated by the ontext-free syntax in Figure 1 are:
 Rules an de ne lists with or without separators (line 9).
 Rules may have a bra ket attribute. Su h rules are used only for grouping
language onstru ts, but do not ontribute to the abstra t syntax (lines 8
and 17).
 Rules may have various attributes de ning their asso iativity properties
(lines 13{16). We allow the de nition of asso iative and left-, right-, or
non-asso iative operators.
In the priorities se tion, priority relations between rules in the ontextfree syntax are de ned as well as the asso iativity of groups of di erent operators. As shown here, the operators * and / have a higher priority than the
operators + and -.
Finally, in the variables se tion, naming s hemes for variables are given.
These variables an be used in two ways:

1 In all examples, we will add line numbers to SDF de nitions for ease of referen e in the
text. They are not a part of the SDF de nition proper.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

sorts ID NAT PROGRAM STATEMENT SERIES EXP
lexi al syntax
[ \t\n\r℄
-> LAYOUT
[a-z℄ [a-z0-9℄*
-> ID
[0-9℄+
-> NAT
ontext-free syntax
program SERIES
-> PROGRAM
begin SERIES end
-> SERIES {bra ket}
{ STATEMENT ";" }*
-> SERIES
ID ":=" EXP
-> STATEMENT
if EXP then SERIES else SERIES -> STATEMENT
until EXP do SERIES
-> STATEMENT
EXP "+" EXP
-> EXP {left}
EXP "-" EXP
-> EXP {non-asso }
EXP "*" EXP
-> EXP {left}
EXP "/" EXP
-> EXP {non-asso }
"(" EXP ")"
-> EXP {bra ket}
ID
-> EXP
NAT
-> EXP
priorities
{left: EXP "*" EXP -> EXP, EXP "/" EXP -> EXP} >
{left: EXP "+" EXP -> EXP, EXP "-" EXP -> EXP}
22. variables
23. Exp
-> EXP
24. Series
-> SERIES

Figure 1: A simple programming language.

 as variables in semanti s de nitions added to the SDF de nition,
 as \holes" in programs during syntax-dire ted editing.
1.3 Organization of this manual
The hapters of this manual an be divided in three groups. Chapters 1 and
2 have an introdu tory hara ter: the main issues in the design of SDF are
dis ussed and basi on epts and notations are introdu ed.
The se ond group of hapters ontains the a tual des ription of SDF. Ea h
of the Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 is devoted to a detailed des ription of one of
the ve se tions of an SDF de nition. Chapter 8 ontains a summary of these
de nitions.
In the last group, mis ellaneous subje ts are addressed. In Chapter 9, we
show how semanti rules an be atta hed to SDF de nitions. This leads to
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spe i ation formalisms with onsiderable synta ti freedom. In Chapter 10,
the te hniques required to implement SDF are sket hed. A dis ussion of the
results obtained and a omparison with related work is given in Chapter 11.
Two appendi es omplete this manual: they present SDF de nitions of SDF
itself (Appendix A) and of Berkeley Pas al (Appendix B).

2 Preliminary de nitions
In this Chapter we introdu e the basi notions to be used in the de nition of
SDF: regular grammars (Se tion 2.1), ontext-free grammars (Se tion 2.2), and
signatures (Se tion 2.3). In Se tion 2.4 follows a motivation for these de nitions,
and in Se tion 2.5 we give an overview of the SDF de nition and show how the
basi notions are used in it.

2.1 Regular grammars
Regular expressions over a given alphabet  have the usual meaning [ASU86℄.
With ea h regular expression r, we asso iate a language L(r) of lexemes a epted
by r:
1. The empty string  is a regular expression with asso iated language L() =
;.
2. If a 2 , then "a" is a regular expression with asso iated language L("a")
= fag.
3. Suppose r and s are regular expressions with asso iated languages L(r)
and L(s), then
(a) (r)|(s) is a regular expression with the asso iated language L(r) [
L(s) of lexemes that are either in L(r) or in L(s).
(b) (r)(s) is a regular expression with the asso iated language L(r)L(s)
of lexemes onsisting of a on atenation of two parts: the rst part
in L(r) and the se ond part in L(s).
( ) (r)* is a regular expression with the asso iated language L(r)* of
lexemes onsisting of zero or more on atenations of lexemes in L(r).
(d) (r) is a regular expression with asso iated language L(r), i.e., parentheses may be pla ed around a regular expression without hanging
its meaning.
We will extend this de nition in the following ways:
 (r)+ is a regular expression with the asso iated language L(r)+ of lexemes
onsisting of one or more on atenations of lexemes in L(r). Note that
(r)+= (r)(r)*.
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 Parentheses may be omitted by using the following priorities for the op-

erators (going from high to low priority): * and +, on atenation, and |.
In addition to this, the on atenation and |-operator are left-asso iative.
 We will use string onstants to abbreviate sequen es of on atenations
of single hara ters of the alphabet, i.e., "a1 " "a2 " ... "a " will be
abbreviated to "a1 a2 :::a ".
 A lexi al non-terminal of the form <N > is also a regular expression (see
below).
A regular grammar is now de ned as an ordered list of named regular expressions. To emphasize the fa t that they are similar to non-terminals in ontextfree grammars, we all names of regular expressions lexi al non-terminals . The
o urren e of a lexi al non-terminal in a regular expression is to be interpreted
as an abbreviation for the regular expression asso iated with it earlier in the
list. The general form of a regular grammar is thus:
n

n

<N1 > =
<N2 > =

r1
r2

:::
<Nk >

rk

=

where <N > may only o ur in r provided that i < j . The language asso iated
with this regular grammar is the union of the languages asso iated with ea h
r . We will use lexi al non-terminals to identify the lexi al ategory of lexemes
and all a (lexi al non-terminal, lexeme)-pair a lexi al token .
i

j

j

2.2 Context-free grammars
We will use a variant of the well-known BNF notation to de ne the grammars
orresponding to SDF de nitions. The terminals of a grammar are either literal
strings, whi h appear in grammar rules between double quotes ("), or lexi al
non-terminals. Lexemes are strings over a given hara ter alphabet and have to
be de ned by a separate regular grammar. Non-terminals of the grammar are
written between angle bra kets < and >. They may onsist of arbitrary symbols
ex ept < and >. We will use the onvention that lexi al non-terminals have the
suÆx \-LEX".2 A grammar rule onsists of a non-terminal, the symbol ::=, and
a list of zero or more rule-elements. An empty list of rule-elements is denoted
by the symbol . A rule-element is either
 a terminal or non-terminal, or
 f<N > sepg , where sep is an optional terminal and is either * or +.
This denotes a list of zero or more (*) or one or more (+) repetitions of
the non-terminal separated by sep. When sep is not present, the bra kets
should be omitted and the rule-element is abbreviated to <N > .
2 In Chapter 7 we will also use lexi al non-terminals with the suÆx \-VAR"; they denote
the ontributions of variable de larations to the lexi al grammar.
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We will use the symbol | to abbreviate rules with the same right-hand side, i.e.
<N > ::= Rhs1 | Rhs2 , is equivalent to
<N > ::=
<N > ::=

Rhs1
Rhs2

.
Ea h non-terminal in the grammar a ts as a start symbol.
A parse tree for a ombination of a given regular grammar and a given BNF
grammar is an ordered labeled tree. Leaves of the tree are either literals of
the grammar or hara ters of lexemes. Nodes are either labeled with a lexi al
non-terminal, a non-terminal, or a list. This is des ribed in more detail in the
following de nition.
An ordered labeled tree P is a parse tree for a given regular grammar and
BNF grammar if
 the root of P is labeled with L, where L is a lexi al non-terminal, all
its hildren are labeled with hara ters from the lexi al alphabet, and
the hara ters together form a lexeme a epted by the regular expression
asso iated with L in the regular grammar, or
 the root of P is labeled with <N >, has hildren C1 ; :::; C (n  0) whose
roots are labeled with X1 ; :::; X , the rule <N >::= X1 ...X is a rule of
the grammar, and all C 's are either parse trees or literals, or
 the root of P is labeled with f<N > sepg , has hildren C1 ; :::; C (n  0
if =*, n  1 if =+) and either
{ sep is empty and all n hildren are parse trees labeled with <N > or
{ sep is not empty, n is either zero or odd, all odd-numbered hildren are parse trees whose root is labeled with <N >, while all evennumbered hildren are equal to the literal sep.
Consider, for instan e, the following BNF grammar
n

n

n

i

n

<DECL>
<TYPE>
<TYPE>
<ID>

::=
::=
::=
::=

"de l" { <ID> "," }+ ":" <TYPE>
"integer"
"real"
<ID-LEX>

and the regular grammar
<LETTER-LEX> = "a" | ... | "z"
<ID-LEX> = <LETTER-LEX>+

The literals of the BNF grammar are : "de l", ",", ":", "integer", and
"real". <ID-LEX> is the only lexi al token. The non-terminals are <DECL>,
<ID> and <TYPE>. The parse tree for the senten e de l ab, , xyz : real
is shown in Figure 2. Note that the lexeme for ea h <ID-LEX> is represented by a
10

<DECL>
de l
,

<ID>
<ID-LEX>
a

f<ID>

","g+

<ID>

,

: <TYPE>

<ID-LEX>

<ID-LEX>
x

b

Figure 2: Parse tree for the senten e:

real

<ID>

y

z

de l ab, , xyz : real.

sequen e of hara ters. Any stru ture appearing in the rules de ning <ID-LEX>
is lost in the parse tree.
In the sequel, we will add all literals o urring in the BNF grammar to the
regular grammar and will identify an o urren e of the literal with an o urren e
of the orresponding lexi al non-terminal (see Se tion 5.2).

2.3 Signatures
The abstra t syntax orresponding to an SDF de nition will be des ribed by a
signature, whi h de nes a set of abstra t syntax trees (also known as terms). It
onsists of three parts:
 De larations of sorts de ning the basi domains of trees. For ea h de lared
sort S (basi sort ), the sorts fS sepg* and fS sepg+, with sep an arbitrary identi er or empty, are impli itly de ned (list sorts )3 . They denote
lists of, respe tively, zero or more and one or more elements of sort S .
The symbol sep is part of the list onstru tor and lists with elements of
the same sort but di erent separators are distin t. Like before, we will
use the abbreviation to denote either * or +.
 A stri t (i.e., non-re exive) partial order on sorts de ning in lusion relations between sorts (subsorts ). This partial order is obtained by taking the
transitive losure of the subsort de larations in the signature. In addition
to this, the following subsort relations hold automati ally:
{ fS sepg+ < fS sepg* for all basi sorts S ;
3 An o urren e of fS sepg* or fS sepg+ thus impli itly de lares sep as a (varyadi ) onstru tor fun tion for lists with elements of sort S .
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fS

g

fS 0

g for all basi sorts S and S 0 with S

< S0

.
Note that the relations S < S + or S < S * do not hold automati ally!
 De larations of fun tions de ning nodes in the tree by giving for ea h
fun tion a name, the number and sort of its hildren (arguments), and its
result sort. The result sort of a fun tion must always be a basi sort. Only
the argument sorts may be list sorts. Fun tions without arguments are also
alled onstants . The attribute asso denotes an asso iative fun tion and
may be atta hed to binary fun tions with identi al argument and result
sorts.
We will adopt the onvention that names of sorts, fun tions and separators
in signatures either onsist solely of alphanumeri hara ters and hyphens (e.g.,
a-sort-name) or, if not, are surrounded by double quotes (e.g., "/").
Signatures do not ontain a separate se tion for the de laration of variables.
Instead, variables are impli itly de ned and they are denoted by a sort, followed
by a hyphen, followed by a (possibly quoted) identi er (e.g., NAT-x denotes a
variable of sort NAT, and fID ","g+-Ids denotes a variable of sort fID ","g+).
Note that variables may range both over basi sorts as well as over list sorts.
Trees an be onstru ted by ombining fun tions and variables in ways ompatible with their de nition, i.e., ea h hild of ea h node in the tree should be of
a sort that is identi al to or smaller than the one appearing in the de laration of
the fun tion orresponding to the node. There is one ex eption to this general
rule: lists may ontain list variables of the same or a smaller list sort with the
same separators.
An abstra t syntax tree (or term ) t for a given signature is de ned indu tively
as follows:
 If t = , where is a onstant of basi sort s, i.e., a fun tion without
arguments with result sort s, then t is a term of basi sort s.
 If t = v, where v is a variable of (basi or list) sort s, then t is a term of
sort s.
 If t = f (t1 ; :::; t ), where f is a fun tion with arguments of sorts s1 ; :::; s
, (n  1) and the basi sort s as result sort, and t1 ; :::; t , are terms of sort
s01 ; :::; s0 with s0  s , then t is a term of basi sort s.
 If t = s[sep : t1 ; :::; t ℄, where s is a basi sort, sep is a separator or empty,
n  0, and t is either
0
0
{ a term of basi sort s , with s  s, or
0
0
{ a variable of list sort fs sepg , with s  s,
then
{ t is a term of list sort fs sepg* if n = 0 or all t are variables of sort
fs sepg* (s  s),
{

sep

<

sep

n

n

n

n

i

i

n

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i
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otherwise, t is a term of list sort fs sepg+.
Note that this de nition does not always asso iate the smallest possible sort
with ea h term.
Consider, for example, the following signature:
{

sorts ID TYPE DECL NAT EXP ARG-LIST
subsorts ID < EXP NAT < EXP {EXP ","}* < ARG-LIST
fun tions
a
:
-> ID
b
:
-> ID
integer :
-> TYPE
real
:
-> TYPE
de l
: TYPE # {ID ";"}+ -> DECL
0
:
-> NAT
su
: NAT
-> NAT
"*"
: EXP # EXP
-> EXP
"/"
: EXP # EXP
-> EXP
all
: ID # ARG-LIST
-> EXP

The basi sorts in this signature are ID, TYPE, DECL, NAT, EXP and ARG-LIST.
The partial order on sorts is de ned su h that both ID and NAT are in luded
in EXP and that fEXP ","g* is in luded in ARG-LIST. Next, the fun tions a, b,
integer, real, de l, 0, su , "*", "/", and all are de ned with the type
of their arguments and that of their result. Some examples of abstra t syntax
trees over this signature are shown graphi ally in Figures 3 and 4. In pre x
notation, the trees in these gures an be written as
(a) 0
(b) su (0)
( ) "*"(su (0), "/"(0,b))
(d) de l(real,ID[";":a,b℄)
(e) de l(real,ID[";":a,b,b,a,b,a℄)
(f ) all(a,EXP[",":℄)
respe tively as
(a0 ) NAT-n
(b0 ) su (NAT-n)
( 0 ) "*"(su (NAT-n), "/"(0,ID-id))
(d0 ) de l(TYPE-t, fID ";"g+-x)
(e0 ) de l(real, ID[";":a,fID ";"g+-x,a,ID-id,a℄)
(f 0 ) all(a, EXP[",": fEXP ","g*-e, fID ","g+-y℄)
The following variables appear in these examples:
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Variable

NAT-n
ID-id
TYPE-t
fID ";"g+-x
fID ","g+-y
fEXP ","g+-e

Sort

NAT
ID
TYPE
fID ";"g+
fID ","g+
fEXP ","g+

Observe that the list sort fID ","g+ does not appear expli itly in the signature
given in the example, but that the use of variables of this sort is permitted.
We also need the notion of sele tive substitution of variables in abstra t
syntax trees. A subset of the o urren es of a variable may be repla ed by a
tree of a sort that is identi al to or smaller than the sort of the variable. Sin e
a variable may o ur more than on e in an abstra t tree, we assume that the
o urren es that are to be a e ted by the substitution are expli itly marked .
List variables o urring as elements of lists are treated in a spe ial way during
substitution: when repla ing su h variables by a list of elements, those elements
are inserted dire tly as elements of the original list, instead of produ ing a list
with a nested stru ture.
For a given term t ontaining marked o urren es of a variable x of sort s,
and a term t' of sort s0  s, we de ne the sele tive substitution of t0 for x in t
(denoted by t[x := t0 ℄) as follows:
 If t = , then t[x := t0 ℄ = .
 If t = x with x marked, then t[x := t0 ℄ = t0 .
 If t = f (t1 ; :::; t ) (n  1), then t[x := t0 ℄ = f (t1 [x := t0 ℄; :::; t [x := t0 ℄).
 If t = s[sep : t1 ; :::; t ℄ (n  0), de ne substitution by indu tion on the
length of the list:
n

n

n

{
{

If t = s[sep :℄ (the empty list), de ne t[x := t0 ℄ = s[sep :℄.
The result of the substitution for s[sep : t2 ; :::; t ℄ is always a list of
the form s[sep : u1; :::; u ℄ (m  0). Now distinguish two ases:
 The result of the substitution t1 [x := t0 ℄ is a list. In that ase t1
is a marked variable of sort fs1 sepg with s1  s, and t1 [x :=
t0 ℄ = s1 [sep : e1 ; :::; e ℄ (k  0) and de ne t[x := t0 ℄ = s[sep :
e1 ; :::; e ; u1 ; :::; u ℄.
 Otherwise, the result of the substitution t1 [x := t0 ℄ is a term of
sort s0 (s0 < s), de ne t[x := t0 ℄ = s[sep : t1 [x := t0 ℄; u1 ; :::; u ℄.
n

m

k

k

m

m

 Otherwise, t[x := t0 ℄ = t.
The trees in (a{f ) in Figures 3 and 4 an be obtained from the orresponding trees in (a0 {f 0) by the following variable substitutions (assuming that all
o urren es of variables are marked):
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"*"
su

su

0

0

0

(a)

(b)

de l

"/"
0

real
b

fID

";"g+

a

()

b

(d)

"*"
su

su

NAT-n

NAT-n

NAT-n

(a0 )

(b0 )

"/"
0

( 0)

ID-id

de l
TYPE-t

fID

(d0 )

";"g+-x

Figure 3: Examples of abstra t syntax trees without (a{d) and with (a0 {d0 )
variables.
(a) NAT-n := 0
(b) NAT-n := 0
( ) NAT-n := 0, ID-id := b
(d) TYPE-t := real, fID ";"g+-x := ID[";":a,b℄
(e) fID ";"g+-x := ID[";":b,b℄, ID-id := b
(f) fEXP ","g*-e := EXP[",":℄, fID ","g*-y := ID[",":℄.

2.4 Rationale for the de nitions of ontext-free grammar
and signature
The de nitions of the notions introdu ed in the previous se tions di er, in some
respe ts, from the usual ones. Here, we give the arguments for the parti ular
hoi es we made.
2.4.1

BNF grammars

 All non-terminals a t as start symbol. This is desirable from the perspe -

tive of syntax-dire ted editing, where the need arises to parse only parts
of programs.
 The terminal alphabet onsists of literal strings as well as of lexi al nonterminals.
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de l

fID

real
a

b

real
a

fID

";"g+

b

a

all
b

a

a

fEXP

(e)

(f )

de l

all

fID

";"g+

";"g+-x

a

fEXP

","g*

","g*-e

fID

a
ID-id

a

(e0 )

fEXP

","g*

(f 0 )

","g*-y

Figure 4: Examples of abstra t syntax trees without (e,f ) and with (e0 ,f 0 )
variables.

 Be ause our notion of BNF grammars dire tly support list onstru ts with

separators, we an de ne parse trees in su h a way that all list elements
are treated symmetri ally. An alternative approa h would have been to
use left- or right-re ursive grammar rules, leading to a orrespondingly
biased representation of lists. This asymmetri al representation would
then have to be translated to a symmetri al representation in the abstra t
syntax tree, in order to avoid the asymmetry be oming visible during the
syntax-dire ted editing of list elements.

2.4.2

Signatures

 For ea h basi sort, we impli itly de ne di erent list sorts for all possible

separators ( onstru tor fun tions). In this way, lists with elements of equal
type but di erent separators an be distinguished.
 Subsorts serve the purpose of eliminating hain rules of the form <N > ::=
<M > in the BNF grammar. These would otherwise give rise to many void
text movements in the syntax-dire ted editor.
 There is an intera tion between subsorts and lists. The relation fS sepg+
< fS sepg* holds automati ally for all sorts and separators. The in lusion S <fS sepg+ does not hold automati ally, however, sin e|from the
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perspe tive of syntax-dire ted editing|the distin tion between a single
element and a list onsisting of one element would disappear (see, for
instan e, Figure 24 in Chapter 5).
 We allow the de laration of asso iative fun tions in the signature (by
means of the attribute asso ). At the synta ti level, asso iative fun tions may ause ambiguities whi h we resolve by always hoosing a leftasso iative parse from all possible (asso iatively equivalent) parses (see
Se tion 6.2). De laring a fun tion in the signature to be asso iative allows
the re onstru tion of all these variants using the asso iative law.
 Variables are not expli itly de lared, but we use a general naming s heme
for generating in nitely many variables. We need this generality to des ribe the naming s hemes for variables in SDF variable de larations.
 The naming onvention for sorts and fun tions is more general than normally found: we allow names either onsisting of alphanumeri hara ters
and hyphens, or ontaining arbitrary hara ters but surrounded by double
quotes. This allows us great exibility when generating names for sorts
and fun tions.
Finally, some omments on substitution are in order:
 We have hosen to de ne substitution for sele ted o urren es of a variable
and not for all o urren es. Clearly, the latter an easily be de ned by
rst marking all o urren es of a variable and then applying our notion
of sele tive substitution. On the other hand, sele tive substitution is the
fundamental operation used during syntax-dire ted editing.
 The sort of a term may be ome smaller after substitution. In parti ular, a
list of sort fS sepg* may be ome a list of sort fS sepg+ after substitution.
 The sorts of the elements in a list may all be ome smaller than the original
element sort of that list as a result of substitution.

2.5 Overview of the SDF de nition
An SDF de nition onsists of ve se tions, de ning
 sorts,
 lexi al syntax,
 ontext-free syntax,
 priorities, and
 variables.
As a whole, the SDF de nition has the purpose to de ne
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Senten e
( hara ters)
SDF De nition
sorts

abs

Derived
regular grammar

lexi al
syntax
ontext-free
syntax

parse

Lexi al
analysis

Senten es
(lexi al tokens)
Derived
BNF grammar

Synta ti
analysis

priorities

Parse trees

variables

sele t

Parse trees
Derived
signature

onstru t

Abstra t syntax trees
Figure 5: From senten e to abstra t syntax tree(s).
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 A set of senten es (strings).
 A set of abstra t syntax trees.
 A relation between (parse trees of) senten es and abstra t syntax trees.
To this end, we an derive the following information from an SDF de nition:
 A derived regular grammar and a derived BNF grammar, de ning a set
of senten es.
 A derived signature, de ning a set of abstra t syntax trees.
 A mapping from parse trees over the derived BNF grammar to abstra t
syntax trees over the derived signature. This is a xed mapping that is
part of the de nition of SDF. Other mappings an only be obtained by
adding semanti rules to SDF de nitions (see Chapter 9).
The relation between the di erent se tions of an SDF de nition and the information derived from it is shown in Figure 5. This gure also shows the fun tion
abs that onverts an input senten e into (one or more) abstra t syntax trees,
together with the three auxiliary fun tions parse, sele t and onstru t. We
will return to this gure in the following hapters.

3 Sorts
Sorts are de lared by listing their name in the sorts se tion of the SDF de nition.
Some onstraints are imposed on the use of sorts:
 The sorts LAYOUT, IGNORE, and REJECT are prede ned and may not be
rede lared. They may only be used as result sort of fun tions in the
lexi al syntax (see Se tions 4.1, 4.4, and 4.9).
 The sort CHAR is prede ned and may not be rede lared either. It may only
be used in de larations of variables (see Chapter 7).
Ea h de lared sort S be omes a non-terminal with the name <S > in the derived
BNF grammar. If a sort appears as result sort of a lexi al fun tion, it will also
be added to the derived regular grammar. A de laration for the prede ned sort
CHAR as well as de larations for all sorts de lared in the SDF de nition will be
added to the derived signature. This is des ribed by rules R1, G1, S1 and S2 in
Chapter 8.

4 Lexi al syntax
4.1 Introdu tion
Lexi al syntax des ribes the low level stru ture of senten es (sequen es of hara ters) in terms of lexi al tokens . A lexi al token is a pair onsisting of a sort
19

and a lexeme . The former is used to distinguish lasses of lexi al tokens
su h as, e.g., identi ers and numbers. The latter is the a tual text of the token.
The lexi al syntax de nes:
 The substrings in the senten e that are lexi al tokens.
 The substrings in the senten e that are layout symbols between lexi al
tokens and are to be skipped, i.e. layout symbols only serve the purpose
of separating onse utive lexi al tokens.
 The substrings in the senten e appearing inside lexi al tokens that are to
be ignored, i.e. ignored symbols do not ontribute to the lexeme of the
en losing lexi al token.
 Sequen es of onse utive lexi al tokens that are to be reje ted.
The de nition of lexi al syntax onsists of a set of one or more fun tion
de larations , ea h onsisting of a regular expression and a result sort. All fun tion de larations with a given output sort together de ne the lexi al syntax of
lexemes of that sort.
The layout symbols are de ned by fun tions that have the prede ned sort
LAYOUT as result sort. They are typi ally used to de ne layout and omment
onventions.
The ignored symbols are de ned by fun tions that have the prede ned sort
IGNORE as result sort. They are typi ally used to de ne languages where ertain
layout symbols or omments may appear inside lexi al tokens.
The reje ted symbols are de ned by fun tions that have the prede ned sort
REJECT as result sort. They are typi ally used to forbid ertain sequen es of
lexi al tokens.
From a given SDF de nition, one an derive a regular grammar. This derived
regular grammar is obtained as follows:
 Regular expressions are extra ted from the lexi al syntax (des ribed in
this hapter).
 All literals appearing in the ontext-free syntax are enumerated (Se tion 5.2).
 Regular expressions are extra ted from variable de larations (Chapter 7).
 Regular expressions de ning the omplete alphabet are added when variables of sort CHAR are de lared (Chapter 7).
Lexi al analysis based on this derived regular grammar will skip tokens of
the sort LAYOUT, and will present tokens of other sorts as input to the synta ti
analysis phase. As a result, an input senten e will be subdivided in a not ne essarily unique sequen e of lexemes. Even more than one sort may be asso iated
with ea h lexeme. The situation is shown in Figure 5.
A omparison between the lassi al model for lexi al analysis and the model
used in SDF is shown in Figure 6. In the lassi al model for lexi al analysis

name
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input string:
lexi al tokens:
(a)
input string:
lexi al tokens (1):
lexi al tokens (2):
lexi al tokens (3):
(b)
Figure 6: (a) Classi al model for lexi al analysis, (b) the SDF model.
(Figure 6(a)) the input string is subdivided in a single stream of lexi al tokens
whi h are separated by layout. All lexi al ambiguities are resolved by the lexi al
analysis phase.
In the model used in SDF (Figure 6(b)) the input string may be subdivided
in several streams of lexi al tokens. Not all lexi al ambiguities are resolved by
the lexi al analysis phase but they are passed on to the syntax analysis phase
where more ontext information may be available to resolve them.
The organization of this hapter is as follows. In Se tion 4.2 elementary
lexi al fun tions are des ribed. Lexi al fun tion de nitions may also ontain
hara ter lasses (Se tion 4.3) and repetition operators (Se tion 4.6). The de nition of layout fun tions is des ribed in Se tion 4.4 and the de nition of ignore
fun tions is dealt with in Se tion 4.5. Literals are dis ussed in Se tion 4.7. Reje t fun tions are treated in Se tion 4.8. The disambiguation rules we use are
given in Se tion 4.9. A rationale for the way in whi h we de ne lexi al syntax
on ludes this hapter (Se tion 4.10).

4.2 Lexi al fun tions
The lexi al syntax ontains de larations of lexi al fun tions de ning the synta ti form of lexemes. In their simplest form, lexi al fun tion de larations onsist
of one or more literal strings or names of sorts, and their result sort.
The e e ts on the derived regular grammar, BNF grammar and signature are
as follows. For ea h sort L (with L 62 fLAYOUT; IGNORE; REJECTg) that appears
as result sort of a lexi al fun tion:
 De ne the symbol <L-LEX> both as lexi al non-terminal in the derived regular grammar and as terminal symbol in the derived BNF grammar. (For
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1. sorts VOWEL
2. lexi al syntax
3.
"a" -> VOWEL
4.
"e" -> VOWEL
5.
"i" -> VOWEL
6.
"o" -> VOWEL
7.
"u" -> VOWEL
8.
"y" -> VOWEL

Figure 7: Vowels

2f

g) we only de ne the lexi al non-terminal
).
 Add to the derived BNF grammar a rule of the form:
<L> ::= <L-LEX>,
where <L-LEX> is the name asso iated with L in the derived regular grammar.4
 Add to the derived signature de larations of onstants of sort CHAR for all
hara ters in the alphabet as well as de larations for lexi al onstru tor
fun tions of the form
l : CHAR+ -> L,
where l is the name L written in lower ase letters. This de nition re e ts
the fa t that lexemes appear as strings of hara ters in the abstra t syntax
tree.
The regular expression asso iated with ea h symbol <L-LEX> onsists of the
or of all left-hand sides of lexi al fun tion de larations for sort L. Sort names
appearing in these left-hand sides are repla ed by the symbol de ned in the
previous step. Note that, sin e we want to extra t a regular grammar from
the SDF de nition, no y li dependen y may exist between lexi al fun tion
de larations. The above step leads to rules R1, G2, G3, S1, S4, and S5 in
Chapter 8.
In Figure 7 one sort (VOWEL) and six lexi al fun tions, are de ned. All
fun tions have result sort VOWEL. The derived regular grammar of this example
is:
L
LAYOUT; IGNORE; REJECT
<L-LEX>

<VOWEL-LEX> = "a" | "e" | "i" | "o" | "u" | "y"
4 We

will allow ontext-free fun tions with a lexi al sort as output sort as well as variables
over lexi al sorts. Therefore, three di erent entities may be asso iated with a sort: (a) <L-LEX>
denotes all lexi al fun tions with result sort L; (b) <L-VAR> denotes all variables of sort L
(see Chapter 7); ( ) <L> denotes all entities with result sort L (i.e., lexi al and ontext-free
fun tions, and variables).
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1. sorts VOWEL
2. lexi al syntax
3.
[aeiouy℄ -> VOWEL

Figure 8: Shorter version of vowels using a hara ter lass.
Given this de nition, the following three tokens will be asso iated with the
input senten e \aio":
(<VOWEL-LEX>, "a"),
(<VOWEL-LEX>, "i"),
(<VOWEL-LEX>, "o").

4.3 Chara ter lasses
Enumerations of hara ters o ur frequently in lexi al de nitions. They an
be abbreviated by using hara ter lasses en losed by the symbols [ and ℄.
A hara ter lass ontains a list of zero or more hara ters (whi h stand for
themselves) or hara ter ranges su h as, for instan e, [0-9℄ as an abbreviation
for the hara ters 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. A hara ter range of the form
1 - 2 should satisfy the following restri tions:
 1 and 2 are both lower ase letters and 1 pre edes 2 in the alphabet,
or
 1 and 2 are both upper ase letters and 1 pre edes 2 in the alphabet,
or
 1 and 2 are both digits and the numeri value of 1 is smaller than that
of 2 , or
 1 and 2 are both es aped non-printable hara ters (see below) and the
hara ter ode of 1 is smaller than that of 2 .
Chara ter lasses may also be omplemented . This is denoted by the pre x
operator ~. A omplemented hara ter lass a epts all hara ters not listed in
it.
In the derived regular grammar, hara ter lasses are repla ed by an or of
all hara ters in the lass. See rule R3 in Chapter 8.
The de nition of vowels in Figure 8 is equivalent to the one in Figure 7, but
has been abbreviated by using a hara ter lass.
Given the lexi al syntax in Figure 9, the input senten e \3 aios", will be
subdivided in the following sequen e of tokens:
(<DIGIT-LEX>, "3")
(<OTHER-LEX>, " ")
(<VOWEL-LEX>, "a")
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1. sorts VOWEL DIGIT
2. lexi al syntax
3.
[aeiouy℄
->
4.
[0-9℄
->
5.
~[aeiouy0-9℄ ->

OTHER
VOWEL
DIGIT
OTHER

Figure 9: Vowels, digits and other hara ters.
(<VOWEL-LEX>, "i")
(<VOWEL-LEX>, "o")
(<OTHER-LEX>, "s")
Note that the spa e hara ter o urring between the hara ters 3 and a
as well as the hara ter s at the end of the input string are lassi ed as
<OTHER-LEX>. The proper treatment of layout hara ters is dis ussed in Se tion 4.4.
Several hara ters have a spe ial meaning in SDF and may ause problems
when they are needed as ordinary hara ters in the de nition. The ba kslash
hara ter (n) is used as es ape hara ter for the quoting of spe ial hara ters.
Thus the sequen e n should be used whenever spe ial hara ter is needed as
ordinary hara ter in the de nition. In hara ter lasses, the following hara ters have a spe ial meaning:
[ begin of hara ter lass
℄ end of hara ter lass
hara ter range
n es ape hara ter.
In literal strings, the following hara ters have a spe ial meaning:
" double quote
n es ape hara ter.
The literal strings ontaining one double quote or one ba kslash are thus written
as "n"" and "nn", respe tively. In addition to this es ape onvention, abbreviations exist for some frequently used layout hara ters as well as for arbitrary,
non-printable, hara ters:
nn newline hara ter
nr
arriage return
nt horizontal tabulation
nddd a non-printable hara ter with three digit (o tal) ode ddd.
These abbreviations an be used both in hara ter lasses and in literal strings.
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1. sorts LETTER
2. lexi al syntax
3.
[a-z℄ -> LETTER
4.
" " -> LAYOUT
5.
"\n" -> LAYOUT

Figure 10: Letters and spa es.

4.4 Layout
Strings mat hed by lexi al fun tions with the prede ned sort LAYOUT as result
sort will be skipped. When a string is mat hed by both a LAYOUT fun tion and
(one or more) fun tions with another result sort, the interpretation as layout
symbol is suppressed; all other interpretations are passed to the syntax analysis
phase (see Se tion 4.9).
The lexi al syntax in Figure 10 de nes the sort LETTER and de nes three
fun tions: one with output sort LETTER and two with the (prede ned) sort
LAYOUT. The derived regular grammar is:
<LETTER-LEX>
<LAYOUT-LEX>

= "a" | ... | "z"
= " " | "\n"

The input string \x y z" will, initially, be subdivided in the following ve
tokens:
(<LETTER-LEX>, "x"),
(<LAYOUT-LEX>, " "),
(<LETTER-LEX>, "y"),
(<LAYOUT-LEX>, " "),
(<LETTER-LEX>, "z").
Sin e all layout tokens will be skipped, only the tokens of sort LETTER will
remain. In other words, the result of lexi al analysis will onsist of the following
three tokens:
(<LETTER-LEX>, "x"),
(<LETTER-LEX>, "y"),
(<LETTER-LEX>, "z").
Note that lines (4) and (5) in this example an be repla ed by the line:
[ nn℄ -> LAYOUT.

4.5 Ignore
Strings mat hed by lexi al fun tions with the prede ned sort IGNORE as result
sort may appear inside a lexi al token but do not ontribute to the lexeme of
that token. In Figure 11 we see a lexi al syntax de ning simple, two hara ter,
identi ers (sort ID) in ombination with a rule with IGNORE as result sort. The
derived regular grammar is:
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1. sorts ID
2. lexi al syntax
3.
[a-z℄ [0-9℄ -> ID
4.
""
-> IGNORE

Figure 11: Identi ers with embedded ignored symbols.
1. sorts LETTER LETTER-OR-DIGIT
2. lexi al syntax
3.
[a-z℄
->
4.
[a-z0-9℄
->
5.
LETTER LETTER-OR-DIGIT* ->
6.
" "
->

ID
LETTER
LETTER-OR-DIGIT
ID
LAYOUT

Figure 12: Identi ers.
<ID-LEX>
= ("a" | ... | "z") ("0" | ... | "9")
<IGNORE-LEX> = ""

The input strings \a4", \a4", \a4" (to mention a few examples) will
all yield the single lexi al token (<ID-LEX>, "a4").
Ignored symbols an be used to des ribe, for instan e, ontinuation lines and
the treatment of spa e symbols in Fortran or the embedding of layout hara ters
and omments in identi ers and keywords in Algol68.

4.6 Repetition: * and +
In many ases, lexi al tokens an only be des ribed by patterns that exhibit a
ertain repetition. Two post x operators are available for this purpose. The
operators * and + denote, respe tively, zero or more and one or more repetitions
of the sort, literal, or hara ter lass to whi h they are atta hed.
In the derived regular grammar, repetitions are mapped on the orresponding repetition operators in the regular grammar. See rule R4 in Chapter 8.
Figure 12 illustrates the de nition of identi ers by means of the *-operator.
The derived regular grammar for this example is:
<LETTER-LEX>
<LETTER-OR-DIGIT-LEX>
<ID-LEX>
<LAYOUT-LEX>

=
=
=
=

"a" | ... | "z"
"a" | ... | "z" | "0" | ... | "9"
<LETTER-LEX> <LETTER-OR-DIGIT-LEX>*
" "

The input string \r2d2 2de", will be subdivided in the following three lexi al
tokens (after elimination of the single layout token o urring in it):
(<ID-LEX>, "r2d2"),
(<LETTER-OR-DIGIT-LEX>, "2"),
(<ID-LEX>, "de").
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1. sorts ID
2. lexi al syntax
3.
[a-z℄ [a-z0-9℄* -> ID
4.
" "
-> LAYOUT

Figure 13: More on ise de nition of identi ers.
1. sorts ID INT
2. lexi al syntax
3.
[a-z℄ [a-z0-9℄*
4.
[0-9℄+
5.
[ \n℄
6.
INT ID

->
->
->
->

ID
INT
LAYOUT
REJECT

Figure 14: Reje ting adja ent integers and identi ers.
This subdivision may seem arbitrary, but is justi ed in the dis ussion of lexi al
ambiguities in the next se tion.
A more on ise de nition of identi ers is given in Figure 13. Here, the
*-operator is applied dire tly to a hara ter lass. Note that, due to the elimination of the sort LETTER-OR-DIGIT, the above input string \r2d2 2de" is now
erroneous.

4.7 Literals
In Chapter 5 we will see that all literal symbols su h as keywords and operator
symbols that appear in the ontext-free syntax are added to the derived regular
grammar. We reserve the symbol <LITERAL-LEX> for this purpose in the derived
regular grammar. It will ontain all literal symbols in the ontext-free grammar
as alternatives. See rule R5 in Chapter 8.
A ontext-free syntax ontaining the literals "if", "then", "(", ")" and ","
will, for instan e, lead to the following de nition of <LITERAL-LEX>:
<LITERAL-LEX>

= "if" | "then" | "(" | ")" | ","

4.8 Reje t
All onstru ts des ribed so far are \positive", i.e., they allow the expli it des ription of new forms of lexi al tokens. The prede ned sort REJECT is the only
\negative" me hanism for de ning lexi al syntax, i.e., it allows to forbid the
o urren e of ertain lasses of strings in the lexi al syntax being de ned. Ea h
string mat hed by a lexi al fun tion with REJECT as result sort as well as all of
its substrings are reje ted as lexi al token. If the string in question is embedded
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in a longer string that is a eptable as lexi al token, that token will be returned.
Otherwise, there is a lexi al error.
The lexi al syntax in Figure 14 de nes identi ers (sort ID) and integer onstants (sort INT). The rule in line (6) de nes that an integer onstant followed
by an identi er should be reje ted or, stated otherwise, that integer onstants
and identi ers may not be adja ent. From the input string \a 2b", rst the
lexi al token (ID, "a") will be re ognized, a spa e will be skipped, but then a
lexi al error is found, due to the su ession of the tokens (INT, "2") and (ID,
"b"). The input string \a2b", however, is orre t and will be interpreted as the
single lexi al token (ID, "a2b").

4.9 Disambiguation of lexi al syntax
We rst illustrate ambiguities at the lexi al level by means of Figure 12. Consider all ten possible interpretations of the input string \xy":
1. (<LETTER-LEX>, "x"), (<LETTER-LEX>, "y")
2. (<LETTER-LEX>, "x"), (<LETTER-OR-DIGIT-LEX>, "y")
3. (<LETTER-LEX>, "x"), (<ID-LEX>, "y")
4. (<LETTER-OR-DIGIT-LEX>, "x"), (<LETTER-LEX>, "y")
5. (<LETTER-OR-DIGIT-LEX>,"x"), (<LETTER-OR-DIGIT-LEX>,"y")
6. (<LETTER-OR-DIGIT-LEX>, "x"), (<ID-LEX>, "y")
7. (<ID-LEX>, "x"), (<LETTER-LEX>, "y")
8. (<ID-LEX>, "x"), (<LETTER-OR-DIGIT-LEX>, "y")
9. (<ID-LEX>, "x"), (<ID-LEX>, "y")
10. (<ID-LEX>, "xy")
Ambiguities are taken as seriously as possible in SDF, but it is lear that
some automati disambiguation method is needed to redu e the vast amount of
lexi al ambiguities. Four disambiguation rules are used (in this order):
 Prefer Longest Mat h per Sort,
 Prefer non-Layout,
 Prefer Literals,
 Prefer Variables.
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1. sorts INT REAL ID OP
2. lexi al syntax
3.
[0-9℄+
->
4.
[0-9℄* "." [0-9℄* ->
5.
[A-Z℄+
->
6.
".NE."
->
7.
[ \n℄
->

INT
REAL
ID
OP
LAYOUT

Figure 15: Integers, reals and the .NE. operator.
The Prefer Longest Mat h per Sort rule reje ts all interpretations of the
input string that are in luded in a longer interpretation for the same sort. In
other words, for ea h sort the longest possible mat h is preferred. In Figure 12,
only the interpretation (<ID-LEX>, "xy") remains after appli ation of this rule.
Note that this is the only possible interpretation in Figure 13. Given the lexi al
syntax in Figure 15, the input string \3.NE.4" will lead to the following two
lexi al interpretations:
1. (INT, "3"), (OP, ".NE."), (INT, "4")
2. (REAL, "3."), (ID, "NE"), (REAL, ".4")
Both interpretations will be passed on to the syntax analysis phase and it is
likely that only the rst one an be used to ontinue parsing.
After appli ation of the Prefer Longest Mat h per Sort Rule, there may still
be more than one interpretation of the lexi al token left. The remaining three
rules serve the purpose of redu ing the number of possibilities still further.
The Prefer non-Layout rule eliminates all interpretations of the lexi al token
as layout symbol. When, after applying this rule, no interpretation remains, the
next lexi al token is taken from the input senten e.
The Prefer Literals rule applies to literals su h as keywords and operator
symbols that are introdu ed in the ontext-free syntax. Ambiguities may arise
be ause some literal strings may be equal to lexemes de ned in the lexi al
syntax. The Prefer Literals rule gives pre eden e to interpretations of the input
string as literals. This applies, for instan e, to identi ers de ned in the lexi al
syntax that are also keywords de ned in the ontext-free syntax. The Prefer
Literals rule thus favours a so- alled reserved word strategy for keywords. (In
Se tion 11.3 it will be shown how this restri tion an be ir umvented.)
Ambiguities may also arise be ause an input string an both be interpreted
as a lexi al fun tion or literal and as a variable de ned in the variables se tion (see Se tion 7.2). In su h ases the Prefer Variables rule applies and all
interpretations other than that as variable are suppressed.
After applying the above disambiguation rules, all remaining interpretations
of the input string are passed to the synta ti analysis phase.
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4.10 Rationale for the de nition of lexi al syntax
There are three major reasons for making a distin tion between lexi al syntax
and ontext-free syntax. First, the handling of ambiguities is di erent. At the
lexi al level myriads of (uninteresting or unintended) ambiguities exist. One
needs xed disambiguation rules to eliminate them (see Se tion 4.9). All possible interpretations that remain after appli ation of these rules are returned
by the lexi al s anner. We even allow lexi al ambiguities within the same sort.
However, sin e lexemes are represented as linear strings of hara ters, the distin tion between these ambiguities will be lost. At the ontext-free level, the
resolution of ambiguities has to be de ned in the spe i ation. For instan e,
by giving the priority and asso iativity of operators in the ontext-free syntax
(see Chapter 6). In general, all disambiguation rules have disadvantages if one
onsiders the problem of ombining several modules ontaining SDF de nitions
(see Chapter 9).
Se ond, the value onstru ted after re ognition is di erent. At the lexi al
level, tokens are onstru ted onsisting of a name and a string. At the ontextfree syntax level, abstra t syntax trees are onstru ted. This di eren e has
onsequen es for the asso iation of semanti s with SDF de nitions (see Chapter 9).
Finally, implementation te hniques (and asso iated implementation tradeo s) are di erent for lexi al syntax and for ontext-free syntax (see Chapter 10).
The limitations of our urrent disambiguation rules are dis ussed in Se tion 11.3.

5 Context-free syntax
5.1 Introdu tion
Context-free syntax des ribes the on rete and abstra t synta ti stru ture of
senten es in a language. The de nition of ontext-free syntax in an SDF de nition onsists of de larations of ontext-free fun tions .
In Se tion 5.2, the simplest form of ontext-free fun tions is des ribed. In
Se tion 5.3 synta ti repetition is dis ussed. Chain and bra ket fun tions are
des ribed in Se tion 5.4. Both lead to the elimination of ertain nodes from
abstra t syntax trees.
Note that ontext-free fun tions may be followed by a list of attributes. In
this hapter we will only des ribe the bra ket attribute (Se tion 5.4). All other
attributes have to do with priorities and are des ribed in Chapter 6.
5.2 Context-free fun tions
In their simplest form, ontext-free fun tions are de lared by giving their syntax
(a list onsisting of zero or more literal symbols and/or names of sorts) and their
result sort.
We de ne the meaning of ontext-free fun tions by spe ifying their ontribution to the derived regular grammar, derived BNF grammar, derived signature,
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and the mapping from parse trees to abstra t syntax trees.
The ontributions to the derived regular grammar, derived BNF grammar
and derived signature are now des ribed in more detail:
 For ea h literal symbol "lit" appearing in a fun tion de nition in the
ontext-free syntax do the following:
{ add "lit" as alternative of the prede ned lexi al non-terminal <LITERAL-LEX>
in the derived regular grammar;
{ add "lit" as terminal to the derived BNF grammar.
The lexi al token <LITERAL-LEX, "lit"> is identi ed with the BNF terminal "lit".
 For ea h fun tion de laration in the ontext-free syntax do the following:
{ add the grammar rules obtained by ex hanging the left-hand and
right-hand side of the fun tion de larations to the derived BNF grammar;
5
{ add fun tion de larations to the derived signature : for ea h fun tion
some new name (see below) is generated and the sorts of its arguments and of its result are obtained from the sort names appearing
in the original fun tion de nition.
See rules R5, G2, G5 and S6 in Chapter 8.
The new names mentioned above may be hosen arbitrarily as long as the
same ontext-free fun tion always gets the same abstra t name and no two
di erent ontext-free fun tions obtain the same abstra t name. SDF does not
pres ribe any parti ular naming s heme in this ase (but also see Se tion 5.6).
In this manual we generate abstra t fun tion names by on atenating (some of)
the literals in the original SDF fun tion de nition a ording to the following
rules:
1. onse utive literals in the new name are separated by hyphens;
2. if there o ur no literals in the fun tion de laration, the name empty is
used;
3. if the name generated by rules (1){(2) ontains hara ters that are not
alpha-numeri s or hyphens, it is surrounded by double quotes;
4. all names should be unique: a name generated by rules (1){(3) an be
post xed with a hyphen and an arbitrary numeri string to make it unique.
Finally, we de ne the ontribution of the ontext-free syntax to the mapping
from parse trees to abstra t syntax trees. In prin iple, there is a one-to-one orresponden e between fun tion de nitions in the ontext-free syntax and both
5 Ex

ept hain and bra ket fun tions as we will see in Se tion 5.4.
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1. sorts NAT COORD CMND PROGRAM
2. lexi al syntax
3.
[0-9℄+
-> NAT
4.
[ \n℄
-> LAYOUT
5. ontext-free syntax
6.
"(" NAT "," NAT ")" -> COORD
7.
"line" "to" COORD -> CMND
8.
"move" "to" COORD -> CMND
9.
CMND PROGRAM
-> PROGRAM
10.
-> PROGRAM

Figure 16: Simple drawing language.
rules in the derived BNF grammar and fun tion de nitions in the derived signature6. This makes it straightforward to de ne the mapping from parse trees
over the derived BNF grammar to abstra t syntax trees over the derived signature. The mapping is re ursively de ned by giving the transformation for a
parse tree P to an abstra t syntax tree:

 If the root of P is labeled with a non-terminal and has a single hild
C whose root is labeled with lexi al non-terminal <L-LEX>, with L =
6
LITERAL, the result of transforming P

is an abstra t syntax tree whose root
is labeled with the lexi al onstru tor fun tion for sort L (see Se tion 4.2)
and whose single hild is the result of transforming C .
 Otherwise, the root of P is labeled with a non-terminal and P is transformed as follows:
{ Re ursively transform all hildren of the root of P that are labeled
with a non-terminal. This gives a list A of abstra t syntax trees7 .
{ The root of P orresponds to some rule R in the derived BNF grammar and some fun tion de nition F in the derived signature. P is
now transformed into an abstra t syntax tree onsisting of the fun tion de ned in F with the elements of A as hildren.

See rules M1, M2 and M8 in Chapter 8.
When the mapping from parse tree to abstra t syntax tree is used to asso iate
an abstra t syntax tree with a string, one should be aware of the fa t that
more than one parse tree may exist for a given string, and that more than one
abstra t syntax tree may thus be asso iated with it. This problem is dis ussed
in Chapter 6.
6 Ex eptions to this general rule will be introdu ed in the des ription of lists (Se tion 5.3),
and hain and bra ket fun tions (Se tion 5.4).
7 Note that all hildren that are labeled with a terminal are eliminated and do not appear
in the abstra t syntax tree.
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Figure 16 des ribes a simple drawing language. A drawing program onsists
of a sequen e of zero or more ommands. There are two ommands: one for
moving the pen to a position in the plane, and one for drawing a line from the
urrent position to a new position. A position is denoted by a pair of numbers.
The derived regular grammar of this SDF de nition is:
[3℄ <NAT-LEX>
= ("0" | ... | "9")+
[4℄ <LAYOUT-LEX> = " " | "\n"
[6,7,8℄
<LITERAL-LEX> = "(" | "," | ")" | "line" | "to" | "move"

The derived BNF grammar is:
[3℄ <NAT> ::= <NAT-LEX>
[6℄ <COORD> ::= "(" <NAT> "," <NAT> ")"
[7℄ <CMND> ::= "line" "to" <COORD>
[8℄ <CMND> ::= "move" "to" <COORD>
[9℄ <PROGRAM> ::= <CMND> <PROGRAM>
[10℄ <PROGRAM> ::= 

The derived signature is:
sorts
CHAR NAT COORD CMND PROGRAM
fun tions
a
:
-> CHAR
b
:
-> CHAR
...De larations of onstants for all hara ters...
[3℄ nat
: CHAR+
-> NAT
[6℄ "(-,-)" : NAT # NAT
-> COORD
[7℄ line
: COORD
-> CMND
[8℄ move
: COORD
-> CMND
[9℄ empty-1 : CMND # PROGRAM -> PROGRAM
[10℄ empty-2 :
-> PROGRAM

[1℄

In this signature we have introdu ed new names for the fun tions in the
signature using the name generation rules given previously. Note that a ertain
freedom exists in the hoi e of names to be generated. For instan e, the names
move, move-to and to an be generated for the fun tion orresponding to the
move ommand. Lines 9 and 10 illustrate the use of the name empty for fun tions
without syntax. Also note the use of numeri post xes to make the name of
ea h fun tion unique.
Using the derived BNF grammar and the mapping from parse trees to abstra t syntax trees de ned above, the parse trees and orresponding abstra t
syntax trees for the drawing language programs line to (15, 2) and line to
(15,2) move to (3,4) line to (5,6) are shown in Figures 17 and 18.
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empty-1

<PROGRAM>
<CMND>
line

(

line



"(-,-)"

<COORD>

to

<NAT>

,

<NAT-LEX>
1

5

<NAT>
<NAT-LEX>
2

(a)

empty-2

<PROGRAM>

)

nat

nat

CHAR+

CHAR+

1

5

2

(b)

Figure 17: (a) Parse tree, and (b) orresponding abstra t syntax tree.
In Figure 16 we have quoted all literals o urring in the de nition of ontextfree fun tions. As an abbreviation, these quotes may be omitted when the literal
begins with a lower ase letter and onsists only of letters and digits. To avoid
onfusion between unquoted literals and sorts, we require that sort names begin
with an upper ase letter. Line 7, for instan e, an be abbreviated to:
7. line to COORD -> COORD.

We will always use this onvention in all examples (see also Appendix A).

5.3 Repetition: * and +
The ontext-free syntax in Figure 16 expli itly de nes a drawing program as a
re ursively de ned sequen e of ommands. The resulting abstra t syntax trees
en ode the list stru ture by means of a xed-arity list onstru tor (empty-1 in
the example). There are several problems with this approa h:
 The SDF de nition does not express the repetitive nature of the syntax
in a lear way.
 The resulting abstra t syntax trees are deeply nested and have a bias
towards the left or the right, depending on the form of the SDF de nition.
When attempting to de ne lists with separators using this style, the poor
readability of the resulting de nition be omes even more apparent. Therefore,
SDF supports list onstru ts separately. They an have the following two forms:
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empty-1

<PROGRAM>
<CMND>

line

<PROGRAM>

move

<PROGRAM>

<CMND>
line to (15, 2)

<CMND>

<PROGRAM>

move to (3, 4)


line to (5, 6)

(a)

empty-1

152

empty-1
line empty-2

3 4
5 6
(b)

Figure 18: (a) Parse tree, and (b) orresponding abstra t syntax tree.



of the form S * or S + indi ating respe tively zero
or more and one or more repetitions of sort S .
 Lists with separators of the form fS sepg , where is either * or +,
indi ating respe tively zero or more or one or more repetitions of sort S
separated by the literal sep.
Lists may only be used in the left-hand side of a fun tion de nition (and
may thus not appear as the result of a fun tion).
In this manual, we will frequently write fS sepg to denote all of the above
list onstru ts, where is either * or + and sep may be the empty string. The
ase of lists without separators will be treated as the spe ial ase that sep is
equal to the empty string.
The e e t of list onstru ts on the derived grammar and signature is as
follows. For ea h list onstru t of the form fS sepg that appears in a fun tion
de laration, de ne a non-terminal with the name <S -in-sep-list> and add the
rule
<S -in-sep-list> ::= <S >.
Ea h o urren e of a list onstru t in the SDF de nition is translated into
the orresponding list onstru t in the grammar, i.e., a list of the form fS sepg
is translated to f<S -in-sep-list> sepg .8
Lists without separators

8 One may wonder why we use this, seemingly too omplex, translation s heme. A mu h
simpler method would be to map list onstru ts dire tly on the orresponding onstru t in
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1. sorts NAT COORD CMND PROGRAM
2. lexi al syntax
3.
[0-9℄+
-> NAT
4.
[ \n℄
-> LAYOUT
5. ontext-free syntax
6.
"(" NAT "," NAT ")" -> COORD
7.
line to COORD
-> CMND
8.
move to COORD
-> CMND
9.
CMND*
-> PROGRAM

Figure 19: Use of a list operation in de nition of the drawing language.
The de nition of the derived signature is also a e ted. In all fun tion definitions, o urren es of list onstru ts of the form fS sepg are translated to
orresponding lists of the element sort in the signature, i.e. to fS sepg .
The mapping from parse trees to abstra t syntax trees is extended as follows.
Let P be a parse tree whose root is labeled with fS sepg . There are two ases:
 sep is empty: let C1 ; :::; C be the k hildren of the root of P ; or
 sep is not empty, the root of P has 2k 1 hildren and let C1 ; :::; C be the
odd-numbered hildren (i.e., the hildren orresponding to list elements
and not to separators).
The result of transforming P is an abstra t syntax tree whose root is labeled with
fS sepg and with the transformed versions of C1 ; :::; C as hildren. Nodes in
the parse tree that are labeled with <S -in-sep-list> are removed and do not
appear in the abstra t syntax tree. The e e ts of list onstru ts are summarized
in rules G4, G5, S6, M3, M7 in Chapter 8.
The use of list onstru ts in the de nition of the drawing language is shown
in Figure 19. Lines 9 and 10 of Figure 16 have been repla ed by the single line 9.
The derived regular grammar is not a e ted by this modi ation. The derived
BNF grammar be omes:
k

k

k

[3℄
[6℄
[7℄
[8℄
[9℄
[9℄

<NAT>
<COORD>
<CMND>
<CMND>
<PROGRAM>
<CMND-in--list>

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

<NAT-LEX>
"(" <NAT> "," <NAT> ")"
"line" "to" <COORD>
"move" "to" <COORD>
<CMND-in--list>*
<CMND>

The derived signature be omes:

the grammar, i.e., fS sepg in a fun tion de nition is mapped on fS sepg in the derived
grammar. However, in Chapter 7 we will see that this simple method annot be extended to
the ase that the SDF de nition ontains de nitions of variables.
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<PROGRAM>

empty

<CMND-in--list>*

CMND*

<CMND-in--list> <CMND-in--list> <CMND-in--list>

line move line

<CMND>

<CMND>

<CMND>

152 3 4 5 6
line to (15, 2)

move to (3, 4)

line to (5, 6)

(a)

(b)

Figure 20: (a) Parse tree and (b) abstra t syntax tree ontaining a * operator.

[1℄

[3℄
[6℄
[7℄
[8℄
[9℄

sorts
CHAR NAT COORD CMND
fun tions
a
:
b
:
...De larations of
nat
: CHAR+
"(-,-)" : NAT # NAT
line
: COORD
move
: COORD
empty : CMND*

PROGRAM
-> CHAR
-> CHAR
onstants for all hara ters...
-> NAT
-> COORD
-> CMND
-> CMND
-> PROGRAM

Figure 20 shows the parse tree and orresponding abstra t syntax for the
same senten e as used in Figure 18. Note, how the list onstru t is represented
by a node with a variable number of hildren.
In Figure 21 the use of a list onstru tor with a separator is illustrated. The
example shows a simple form of variable de larations in a Pas al-like language.
A de laration onsists of the keyword de l, one or more identi ers separated
by ommas, followed by a olon and a type. The derived regular grammar is:
[3℄ <ID-LEX>
= ("a" | ... | "z")+
[4℄ <LAYOUT-LEX> = " " | "\n"
[6,7,8℄
<LITERAL-LEX> = "de l" | "," | ":" | "integer" | "real"

The derived BNF grammar is:
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1. sorts ID DECL TYPE
2. lexi al syntax
3.
[a-z℄+
-> ID
4.
[ \n℄
-> LAYOUT
5. ontext-free syntax
6.
de l { ID ","}+ ":" TYPE -> DECL
7.
integer
-> TYPE
8.
real
-> TYPE

Figure 21: De larations.
[3℄
[6℄
[6℄
[7℄
[8℄

<ID>
<DECL>
<ID-in-,-list>
<TYPE>
<TYPE>

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

<ID-LEX>
"de l" {<ID-in-,-list> ","}+ ":" <TYPE>
<ID>
"integer"
"real"

The derived signature is:
[1℄
[3℄
[6℄
[7℄
[8℄

sorts
CHAR ID DECL TYPE
fun tions
...De larations of onstants for all hara ters...
id
: CHAR+
-> ID
de l : {ID ","}+ # TYPE -> DECL
integer:
-> TYPE
real :
-> TYPE

Figure 22 shows the parse tree and orresponding abstra t syntax tree for the
senten e de l ab, , xyz : real.

5.4 Chain and bra ket fun tions
Abstra t syntax trees form a on ise way of representing the stru ture of senten es. Further abbreviations are possible, however, by eliminating ertain
lasses of nodes from the tree. SDF de nes abbreviations for hain and bra ket
fun tions.
A hain fun tion has a de nition of one of the following forms:
1a.
1b.

S

fS

g

sep

->
->

B
B

where S (\small") and B (\big") are previously de ned sorts and sep is a literal.
A hain fun tion only establishes an in lusion relation between two sorts. The
above fun tion de larations will lead to the rules
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de l

<DECL>

f<ID-in-,-list> ","g+

de l

:

<ID-in-,-list> , <ID-in-,-list> , <ID-in-,-list>
<ID>

<ID>

<ID>

<ID-LEX>

<ID-LEX>

<ID-LEX>

a

a

b

x

y

f<ID>

<TYPE>
real

","g+

id

id

id

CHAR+

CHAR+

CHAR+

a

b

x

z

(a)

(b)

Figure 22: (a) Parse tree and (b) orresponding abstra t syntax tree.
[1a℄
[1b℄

<B >
<B >
<S -in-sep-list>

::= <S >
::= f<S -in-sep-list>
::= <S >

g

sep

in the derived BNF grammar and to the fun tion de larations
[1a℄
[1b℄

empty :
empty :

S

fS

g

sep

->
->

B
B

in the derived signature. A ording to the rules of abstra t syntax tree formation
given earlier, a tree of sort fS sepg annot o ur dire tly at a position where a
tree of sort B is required, but will have to be embedded in an appli ation of the
fun tion empty. Su h nodes orresponding to hain fun tions are undesirable
for two reasons:
 When the abstra t syntax tree is used by a syntax-dire ted editor, these
nodes may be visited during a walk through the tree. However, sin e no
syntax is asso iated with hain fun tions, no textual distin tion an be
made between a visit to the node itself or a visit to either its parent or its
hild.
 When semanti rules are asso iated with abstra t syntax trees, extra rules
are needed for the pro essing of hain fun tions, but in general the on rete
form of su h rules will be ambiguous.
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real

y

z

In SDF, the nodes orresponding to hain fun tions are therefore eliminated
from abstra t syntax trees in the following way:
 In the derived signature subsort de larations rather than ordinary fun tion
de larations are generated for ea h hain fun tion.
 In the mapping from parse tree to abstra t syntax tree the result of transforming a parse tree P whose root node orresponds to a hain fun tion
is de ned as the result of transforming the single hild of the root of P .
The resulting tree is orre t due to the subsort de laration generated in
the previous step.
This leads to rules S3, S6 and M4 in Chapter 8.
In the sequel, it will be onvenient to have a parent- hild relationship in
parse trees that disregards nodes orresponding to hain rules. Therefore, we
will use \ hild" (i.e., hild between double quotes) to mean either an immediate
hild or a hild that an be rea hed via one or more hain rules.
A bra ket fun tion has a de nition of the following form:
1. "open"

S

"

lose"

->

S

where "open" and " lose" are arbitrary, non-empty, literals a ting as opening and losing bra kets for the sort S . Typi al examples are the parentheses
"(" and ")" in arithmeti expressions and the delimiters "begin" and "end"
in programs. Here again, appli ation of the standard de nitions leads to the
appearan e of additional nodes in the abstra t syntax tree orresponding to
bra ket fun tions. In most ases, bra kets are only introdu ed for grouping and
disambiguation (see Chapter 6), but have no further meaning. Therefore, SDF
provides the fa ility for de laring that a ertain fun tion is used only for bra keting by atta hing the attribute bra ket to it. More pre isely, by de laring the
above fun tion as
1. "open"

S

"

lose"

->

S

fbra

ketg

the following e e t is a hieved:
 In the derived signature no fun tion de laration is generated for fun tions
with the attribute bra ket.
 In the mapping from parse tree to abstra t syntax tree the result of transforming a parse tree P whose root orresponds to a bra ket fun tion is
de ned as the result of transforming the se ond hild of the root of P , i.e.,
the only hild labeled with a non-terminal. The resulting tree is orre t
sin e the argument and result sorts of a bra ket fun tion are equal.
This leads to rules S6 and M5 in Chapter 8.
Sin e bra kets are ne essary for overruling the priority and asso iativity of
fun tions (see Chapter 6), we require that suitable bra ket fun tions are de lared
for the argument and result sorts of
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 all fun tions o urring in priority de larations or group asso iativity de -

larations, and
 all fun tions having one of the attributes left, right, asso or non-asso .
In this way we guarantee that every abstra t tree t over the derived signature has
a orresponding string representation s su h that abs(s) = ftg ( f. Figure 5).
Figure 23 illustrates the on epts of hain fun tions and bra ket fun tions.
A simple programming language is de ned with identi ers and natural numbers
as lexi al sorts, and several language onstru ts whi h an be ombined into
programs. The fun tion in line 8 de nes begin{end bra kets for lists of statements. The fun tion in line 9 is a hain fun tion from fSTAT ";"g* to SERIES.
The fun tions in lines 13 and 14 are hain fun tions that onvert identi ers and
numbers to expressions. The derived regular grammar for Figure 23 is:
[3℄ <ID-LEX>
[4℄ <NAT-LEX>
[5℄ <LAYOUT-LEX>
[7,8,9,10,11,12℄
<LITERAL-LEX>

= ("a" | ... | "z")+
= ("0" | ... | "9")+
= " " | "\t" | "\n"
= "program" | "begin" | "end" | ";" |
":=" | "if" | "then" | "else" | "fi" |
"until" | "do" | "od"

The derived BNF grammar is:
[3℄
[4℄
[7℄
[8℄
[9℄
[9℄
[10℄
[11℄

<ID>
<NAT>
<PROGRAM>
<SERIES>
<SERIES>
<STAT-in-;-list>
<STAT>
<STAT>

[12℄ <STAT>
[13℄ <EXP>
[14℄ <EXP>

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

<ID-LEX>
<NAT-LEX>
"program" <SERIES>
"begin" <SERIES> "end"
{ <STAT-in-;-list> ";" }*
<STAT>
<ID> ":=" <EXP>
"if" <EXP> "then" <SERIES>
"else" <SERIES> "fi"
::= "until" <EXP> "do" <SERIES> "od"
::= <ID>
::= <NAT>

The derived signature is:
sorts
CHAR ID NAT PROGRAM SERIES STAT EXP
subsorts
[9℄
{STAT ";"}* < SERIES
[13℄ ID < EXP
[14℄ NAT < EXP
fun tions
...De larations of onstants for all hara ters...
[1℄
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1. sorts ID NAT PROGRAM STAT SERIES EXP
2. lexi al syntax
3.
[a-z℄+
-> ID
4.
[0-9℄+
-> NAT
5.
[ \t\n℄
-> LAYOUT
6. ontext-free syntax
7.
program SERIES
-> PROGRAM
8.
begin SERIES end
-> SERIES {bra ket}
9.
{ STAT ";" }*
-> SERIES
10. ID ":=" EXP
-> STAT
11. if EXP then SERIES else SERIES fi -> STAT
12. until EXP do SERIES od
-> STAT
13. ID
-> EXP
14. NAT
-> EXP

Figure 23: A simple programming language.
[3℄
[4℄
[7℄
[10℄
[11℄
[12℄

id
nat
program
":="
if
until

:
:
:
:
:
:

CHAR+
->
CHAR+
->
SERIES
->
ID # EXP
->
EXP # SERIES # SERIES ->
EXP # SERIES
->

ID
NAT
PROGRAM
STAT
STAT
STAT

5.5 Inje tions
(** to be written **)
5.6 Expli it naming of fun tions in the abstra t syntax
Re all from Se tion 5.2 how the names of the fun tions in the derived signature
were derived automati ally from the SDF de nition. This is ne for writing
self- ontained SDF de nitions, but makes it diÆ ult to let external tools a ess
the abstra t syntax trees generated by the SDF implementation. SDF therefore
provides a me hanism to ontrol the names in the derived signature.
To name a rule expli itly, write the fun tion name followed by a olon before
the ontext-free fun tion de laration, like in
plus : EXP "+" EXP -> EXP

For list onstru ts, names are generated of the form Ssep list, where S is the
element sort and sep is a keyword repla ing the iterated separator. For instan e,
the rule for a list of expressions separated by a semi- olon:

f

EXP ";"g+ -> EXP S
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program
begin
if x then
x := 33
else
begin
x := 44
end
fi;
y := x
end

(a)

program

fSTAT

";"g*

if
id

fSTAT

fSTAT

":="

CHAR+
x

";"g*

":="
";"g*

":="

nat

id

nat

CHAR+

CHAR+

CHAR+

CHAR+

3

3

x

4

y

4

(b)
Figure 24: (a) Program and (b) orresponding abstra t syntax tree.
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id

CHAR+ CHAR+

id

x

id

x

1. sorts E
2. lexi al syntax
3.
[0-9℄+
-> E
4.
[ \n℄
-> LAYOUT
5. ontext-free syntax
6.
E "+" E -> E
7.
E "*" E -> E
8.
"(" E ")" -> E {bra ket}

Figure 25: Ambiguous de nition of simple arithmeti expressions
generates the name \EXPSEMIC list" whi h may be used elsewhere. This automati ally generated name may be overruled by inserting a name, pre eded by
a olon, after the iterator:

f

EXP ";"g+:exp s -> EXP S

Ea h user-de ned abstra t fun tion name may only be de lared on e.

6 Priorities
6.1 Motivation
The derived BNF grammar of an SDF de nition may be ambiguous. As a onsequen e, there may be senten es in the language de ned by the derived grammar
whi h have more than one parse tree (and thus more than one abstra t syntax
tree). Consider the SDF de nition of arithmeti expressions with addition and
multipli ation in Figure 25. An ambiguous senten e in this language is, for
instan e, 1+2*3, with parses (1+2)*3 and 1+(2*3). The asso iated trees are
shown in Figure 26. The ambiguity in this example is learly aused by the
la k of a de nition of the priority (and, in other senten es, asso iativity) of the
operators + and *. The parse tree in Figure 26(a) should be reje ted when, as
usual, * has a higher priority than +. In Figure 27 the trees for the senten e
(1+2)*3 are shown. It is instru tive to ompare the (identi al) abstra t syntax
trees in Figures 26(b) and in 27(b). The former has to be reje ted be ause the
orresponding parse tree ontains a priority on i t between + and *, whereas
the latter is a eptable. This shows that parse trees rather than abstra t syntax
trees should be used for disambiguation.
There are at least two general methods to remove ambiguities from a ontextfree grammar. The rst method is to introdu e new non-terminals en oding the
priority and asso iativity of the operator symbols in the grammar. The new nonterminals prevent ertain derivations that were possible in the original grammar
and made it ambiguous. This method has the disadvantage that the de nition
of priorities and asso iativities is impli it and that additional measures are ne essary to prevent the new non-terminals from a e ting the abstra t syntax. The
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<E>
*

<E>
+

"*"
<E>

"+"

e

<E>

<E-LEX>

e

e

CHAR+

<E-LEX>

<E-LEX>

3

CHAR+

CHAR+

3

1

2

1

2

<E>

<E>

(a)

(b)

<E>

"+"

+

<E>

<E-LEX>

<E>

1

*

e

"*"

<E>

CHAR+

e

e

<E-LEX>

<E-LEX>

1

CHAR+

CHAR+

2

3

2

3

()

(d)

Figure 26: (a, ) Parse trees and (b,d) orresponding abstra t syntax trees for
1+2*3.
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<E>

"*"
*

<E>
(

)

<E>
<E>

+

<E>

<E-LEX>

1

2

e

<E-LEX>

e

e

CHAR+

3

CHAR+

CHAR+

3

1

2

<E>

<E-LEX>

"+"

(b)

(a)
Figure 27: (a) Parse tree and (b) abstra t syntax tree for (1+2)*3.
se ond method is to add expli it de nitions of priority and asso iativity to the
grammar. This latter method is adopted in SDF.

6.2 Priority and asso iativity
SDF provides three me hanisms for the de nition of priority and asso iativity
of fun tions in the ontext-free syntax (and thus of rules in the derived BNF
grammar):
 relative priorities of fun tions,
 asso iativity of fun tions, and
 asso iativity of groups of fun tions.
The relative priority of fun tions is established by de larations of the form
f

>

g

where f and g are omplete fun tion de larations. Noti e that we do not assign
absolute priority levels to fun tions, but establish only their priority relative to
other ones. By taking the transitive losure of the priority de larations given
in the SDF de nition, a stri t, i.e., non-re exive, partial order on the set of
ontext-free fun tions should be obtainable.
Fun tions with a higher priority bind more strongly and the orresponding
nodes in the parse tree should thus appear at lower levels in the tree than nodes
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orresponding to fun tions with lower priorities. Chain and bra ket fun tions
may not appear in priority de larations. Priorities are de lared in a separate
se tion in the ontext-free syntax. Lists of fun tion de larations serve as abbreviation, i.e., f > fg, hg is an abbreviation for f > g, f > h.
Asso iativity attributes an be atta hed to binary fun tions of the form S op
S -> S , where op is a literal or empty. Without asso iativity attributes, nested
o urren es of su h fun tions immediately lead to ambiguities, as is shown by
the senten e
S -string op S -string op S -string,
where S -string is a senten e of sort S . The parti ular asso iativity asso iated with op determines the intended parse of su h senten es. When a node
orresponding to a fun tion f has a rst or last \ hild" (i.e., disregarding any
intermediate hain fun tion nodes) orresponding to a fun tion g, we all these
o urren es of f and g related . Asso iativity attributes de ne how to a ept
or reje t parse trees ontaining related o urren es of a single fun tion. The
following asso iativity attributes an be atta hed to a fun tion f :
left
related o urren es of f asso iate from left to right;
right
related o urren es of f asso iate from right to left;
asso
related o urren es of f asso iate from left to right;
non-asso
related o urren es of f are not allowed.
From a synta ti point of view there is no di eren e between left and asso .
However, the attribute asso in the SDF de nition is translated into an asso
attribute in the derived signature (see rule S6 in Chapter 8). Therefore, asso
also has semanti onsequen es.
Group asso iativity attributes de ne how to a ept or reje t parse trees ontaining related o urren es of di erent fun tions with the same priority. Group
asso iativity is de ned by pre xing a list of fun tion de larations in a priority
de laration with one of the following attributes:
left
related o urren es of f and g asso iate from left to right;
right
related o urren es of f and g asso iate from right to left;
non-asso
related o urren es of f and g are not allowed,
where f and g are di erent fun tions appearing in the list.
The simplest appli ation of priority and asso iativity de larations is elimination of parse trees that ontain one of the following on i ts :
 a parent has a \ hild" with a lower priority than the parent itself;
 a parent has a rst or last \ hild" that is in on i t with the asso iativity
of parent and \ hild".
Three examples will illustrate this use of priority and asso iativity. One way
of making the example in Figure 25 unambiguous is shown in Figure 28. The
hoi es made in this de nition are:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

sorts E
lexi al syntax
[0-9℄+
-> E
[ \n℄
-> LAYOUT
ontext-free syntax
E "+" E -> E {left}
E "*" E -> E {left}
"(" E ")" -> E {bra ket}
priorities
E "*" E -> E > E "+" E -> E

Figure 28: Unambiguous version of example in Figure 25
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

sorts E
lexi al syntax
[0-9℄+
-> E
[ \n℄
-> LAYOUT
ontext-free syntax
E "+" E -> E {left}
E "-" E -> E {non-asso }
E "*" E -> E {left}
E "/" E -> E {non-asso }
E "^" E -> E {right}
"(" E ")" -> E {bra ket}
priorities
E "^" E -> E >
{non-asso : E "*" E -> E, E "/" E -> E} >
{left: E "+" E -> E, E "-" E -> E}

Figure 29: More elaborate arithmeti expressions.

 * has a higher priority than +. The only interpretation of 1+2*3 thus

be omes 1+(2*3).
 + is left-asso iative. The only interpretation of 1+2+3 is thus (1+2)+3.
 * is also left-asso iative.
A more elaborate version of arithmeti expressions is given in Figure 29.
The operators in these expressions have the following properties:
 ^ has the highest priority and asso iates from right to left.
 * and / are next in the priority ordering, * is left-asso iative, / is nonasso iative, and * and / form a non-asso iative group.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

sorts ID STAT
lexi al syntax
[a-z℄+
-> ID
[ \n℄
-> LAYOUT
ontext-free syntax
if ID then STAT
-> STAT
if ID then STAT else STAT -> STAT
stat
-> STAT
begin STAT end
-> STAT {bra ket}
priorities
if ID then STAT else STAT -> STAT > if ID then STAT -> STAT

Figure 30: Solution to the dangling else problem.

 + and - have the lowest priority, + is left-asso iative, - is non-asso iative,

and + and - form a left-asso iative group.
This leads to the following asso iation of parses with senten es:
Senten e

1^2^3
1^2*3
1*2*3
1/2/3
1*2/3
1-2-3
1+2+3
1-2+3
1+2-3

Parse

1^(2^3)
(1^2)*3
(1*2)*3

none
none
none

(1+2)+3
(1-2)+3
(1+2)-3

The solution of the lassi al dangling else problem is shown in Figure 30.
The priority de laration sele ts the parses in whi h else-parts are asso iated
with the nearest possible pre eding if-part. The senten e if x then if y
then stat else stat will thus be parsed as if x then begin if y then
stat else stat end.
The examples in Figures 25, 28, 29 and 30 illustrate how the de nition of
priority and asso iativity an be used to reje t ertain parse trees of a senten e.
There are, however, SDF de nitions for whi h this form of disambiguation is
not suÆ ient sin e they generate senten es that have more than one on i t-free
parse tree. How an in su h ases the set of remaining parse trees be redu ed
still further? Our solution is to extend the priority ordering > on fun tions to a
priority ordering >> on parse trees and to reje t a parse tree if there is another
parse tree with a higher priority. The relation P1 >> P2 holds between two
parse trees P1 and P2 if (** inje tions **)
 P1 is not equal to P2 , and
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 if, for any f , P1 ontains more nodes orresponding to f than P2 , then P2

ontains more nodes orresponding to some fun tion g with g < f than
. (This also overs the ases that there are no nodes orresponding to
in P2 or no nodes orresponding to g in P1 ).
The ordering >> is a variant of the so- alled multiset ordering [DM79, JL82℄.
The parse trees for a given senten e are thus sele ted in two phases. First, the
parse trees ontaining on i ts are removed. Next, all parse trees are removed
that are smaller than another remaining parse tree. Note that whereas the rst
phase may invalidate a senten e by blo king all its parse trees, the se ond phase
always sele ts at least one parse tree, so a senten e that passes the rst sele tion
phase also passes the se ond one. The total sele tion pro ess is illustrated in
Figure 31.
We illustrate this approa h with the example in Figure 32 in whi h arithmeti
expressions with the operators + and * are de ned over natural and real numbers.
In this example, the sorts N and R stand for, respe tively, the natural and real
numbers. On both sorts, the operators + and * are de ned. Finally, there is a
hain fun tion embedding N in R. Ambiguities may arise in this example sin e
one an sometimes hoose between using an operator de ned on N together with
a onversion from N to R, or using the operator de ned on R dire tly. Therefore,
priorities are de ned su h that
 * on N has a higher priority than * on R;
 + on N has a higher priority than + on R;
 * always has a higher priority than + irrespe tive of the sort involved (as
usual).
These priorities sele t parses with the ordinary priority of + and * and a
preferen e for fun tions on N. Figure 33 shows the three possible parse trees
for the senten e 1.5+2*3. The priorities from the example are now applied
as follows. Tree (a) ontains a on i t sin e a node orresponding to * on R
has as hild a node orresponding to + on R. Trees (b) and ( ) are on i t-free.
Comparing these two trees, one sees that ( ) >> (b) holds. The only fun tion
that o urs more often in ( ) than in (b) is * on N: it o urs on e in ( ) but
not in (b). This is ompensated for by the fa t that * on R (whi h has a lower
priority) appears on e in (b) but not in ( ). Hen e, tree ( ) is the (only) parse
tree asso iated with the senten e 1.5+2*3.
As a nal example, we show in Figure 34 how the intera tion between general ontext-free fun tions and spe ial ase fun tions an be des ribed by means
of priorities. The example originates from [AJU75℄ and on erns expressions
des ribing subs ripts and supers ripts in the typesetting language EQN. The
ru ial point is that, for typesetting reasons, we want to treat a subs ript followed by a supers ript in a spe ial way. Therefore, the spe ial ase \E sub E
sup E" is introdu ed in line 5, whi h should have priority over a ombination
of the fun tions de ning sub and sup in lines 3 and 4.
P1
f
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Senten e

parse

All parse trees :

Sele t parse trees without

on i ts

>>
sele t

Sele t largest parse trees
Sele ted
parse trees :

Figure 31: Sele tion of parse trees for a given senten e.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

sorts D N R
lexi al syntax
[0-9℄+ -> D
D
-> N
D "." D -> R
[ \n℄ -> LAYOUT
ontext-free syntax
N "+" N -> N {left}
N "*" N -> N {left}
N
-> R
R "+" R -> R {left}
R "*" R -> R {left}
priorities
N "*" N -> N > R "*" R -> R >
N "+" N -> N > R "+" R -> R

Figure 32: Arithmeti expressions for natural and real numbers.

<R>
*

<R>

<R>

<N>

<R>
<R> +
<R-LEX>
1 . 5

<R>

<N> <N-LEX>
<N-LEX>
2

(a)

3

<R>

+

<R-LEX> <R>
1 . 5

<N>

<R>
<R>
*

<R>

<R-LEX>

<N>

1 . 5

<N-LEX> <N-LEX>
2

<N>
<N>

2

3

Figure 33: The three parse trees of 1.5

<R>

*

<N>

<N-LEX> <N-LEX>

(b)
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+

<R>

()
+ 2 * 3.

3

1. sorts E
2. ontext-free syntax
3.
E sub E
-> E
4.
E sup E
-> E
5.
E sub E sup E -> E
6.
"{" E "}"
-> E
7.
a
-> E
8. priorities
9.
E sub E sup E -> E >
10. {left: E sub E -> E,

{left}
{left}
{bra ket}

E sup E -> E}

Figure 34: Expressions for subs ripts and supers ripts.
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<E>
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<E>

a
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a

(a)

<E>

<E>

a
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<E>
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a
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<E>
<E>
a

sub

<E>
a
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Figure 35: The three parse trees of a
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sub a sup a.

sup

<E>
a

Figure 35 shows the three parse trees of the senten e a sub a sup a. Parse
tree (a) has to be reje ted sin e it ontains a on i t ( aused by left group
asso iativity). From the two remaining trees, ( ) is sele ted sin e it is larger (in
the multiset ordering) than (b).

7 Variables in SDF de nitions
7.1 Motivation
The lexi al and ontext-free syntax se tions in an SDF de nition ompletely
de ne whi h input senten es are legal and how they should be mapped onto
(one or more) abstra t syntax trees. These input senten es are onstant and
ompletely xed; there is no systemati way to extend or modify them. There
are, however, ases in whi h the need arises for in omplete or parameterized
input senten es. Two important ases are:
 If one asso iates semanti rules with SDF fun tions (see Chapter 9), it is
ne essary to use variables in these rules. For instan e, when de ning the
rules for multipli ation on natural numbers, one needs rules of the form
x*(y+1) = x*y+x, where x and y are variables over the sort of natural
numbers.
 During syntax-dire ted editing, the program text under onstru tion is
most likely to be in omplete. The text ontains \holes" that still have
to be lled in with strings of a ertain type. It is desirable to be able to
determine the synta ti orre tness of su h in omplete programs.
To handle su h ases, SDF allows the de nition of variables .
7.2 De nition of variables
Variables are de lared in the fth (and last) se tion of an SDF de nition. The
variables se tion onsists of a list of de larations of variables together with their
sort. Ea h de laration de nes a naming s heme for variables and may thus
de lare an unlimited number of variables. A naming s heme is an arbitrary
regular expression like the ones allowed in a lexi al fun tion de laration, ex ept
that we do not allow sorts in it. The sort of a variable is a basi sort that may
be ontained in a list onstru t with or without separators.
We rst des ribe the overall e e t of variables on the derived BNF grammar,
derived signature, and mapping from parse trees to abstra t syntax trees. Next,
we dis uss the treatment of variables of the prede ned sort CHAR.
Variables lead to additional rules in the derived regular grammar and the
derived BNF grammar. For ea h variable de laration of the form
naming -s heme -> S ,
the rule
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

sorts ID DECL TYPE
lexi al syntax
[a-z℄+
[ \n℄
ontext-free syntax
de l { ID ","}+ ":" TYPE
integer
real
variables
Id
-> ID
Type
-> TYPE
Ids0
-> {ID ","}*
Ids1
-> {ID ","}+

-> ID
-> LAYOUT
-> DECL
-> TYPE
-> TYPE

Figure 36: De larations extended with variables.
<S -VAR> =

naming -s heme

is added to the derived regular grammar. Note that S may be either a basi
sort or a list sort. Now there are two ases:
1. If the de laration has the form naming-s heme -> S with S a basi sort,
add the rule
<S > ::= <S -VAR>

to the derived BNF grammar;
2. If the de laration has the form naming-s
<S -in-sep-list> ::= <fS

g

sep

heme

->

fS

g , the rule

sep

-VAR>

is added to the derived BNF grammar. In prin iple, lists de lared as
fS sepg may ontain variables of type S , fS sepg* or fS sepg+ as
elements. A subtle point arises when a list de lared as fS sepg+ ontains
only variables of type fS sepg*. In that ase, the list may be ome empty
after substitution, and this is learly in orre t in view of the type of the
original list. Therefore, we impose the restri tion that a variable of type
fS sepg* may only o ur in a list of type fS sepg+ if that list ontains
at least one other element of type S or fS sepg+. This restri tion is
not en oded in the derived BNF grammar, but it forms an additional
onstraint on it.
In the mapping from parse trees to abstra t syntax trees, variables are
mapped on orresponding variables in the derived signature. A variable de laration of the form
naming -s heme -> S ,
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<DECL>

f<ID-in-,-list> ","g+

de l

:

<ID-in-,-list> , <ID-in-,-list> , <ID-in-,-list>

f<ID>

<ID>

<ID>

<ID-VAR>

<ID-LEX>

<TYPE>
<TYPE-VAR>

","g+-var

Type

Ids1

Id

Figure 37: Parse tree for de

l Id, , Ids1 : Type

de l

f<ID>
ID-id id

","g+

f<ID>

TYPE-Type
","g+-Ids1

CHAR+

Figure 38: Abstra t syntax tree for de
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l Id, , Ids1 : Type.

will lead to variables named S -name1, S -name2, et ., where name1 and name2
are strings mat hed by the regular expression naming-s heme. This leads to
rules R6, G6, and M6 in Chapter 8.
Re all that su h variables are impli itly de ned by a signature (see Se tion 2.3). Also re all from Se tion 4.9 that the Prefer Variables rule gives pre eden e to variables over the literals of the ontext-free syntax and over other
tokens de ned in the lexi al syntax.
In Figure 36 we have added variables to the de laration language introdu ed
earlier in Figure 21. The derived regular grammar is:
[3℄ <ID-LEX>
[4℄ <LAYOUT-LEX>
[6,7,8℄
<LITERAL-LEX>
[10℄ <ID-VAR>
[11℄ <TYPE-VAR>
[12℄ <{ID ","}*-VAR>
[13℄ <{ID ","}+-VAR>

= ("a" | ... | "z")+
= " " | "\n"
=
=
=
=
=

"de l" | "," | ":" | "integer" | "real"
"Id"
"Type"
"Ids0"
"Ids1"

The derived BNF grammar is:
[3,10℄
<ID>
[6℄ <DECL>
[6,12,13℄
<ID-in-,-list>
[7,8,11℄
<TYPE>

::= <ID-LEX> | <ID-VAR>
::= "de l" { <ID-in-,-list> "," }+ ":" <TYPE>
::= <ID> | <{ID ","}*-VAR> | <{ID ","}+-VAR>
::= "integer" | "real" | <TYPE-VAR>

The derived signature is:
[1℄
[3℄
[6℄
[7℄
[8℄

sorts
CHAR ID DECL TYPE
fun tions
...De larations of onstants for all hara ters...
id
: CHAR+
-> ID
de l : {ID ","}+ # TYPE -> DECL
integer:
-> TYPE
real :
-> TYPE

Figures 37 and 38 show the parse tree and the orresponding abstra t syntax
tree for the senten e de l Id, , Ids1 : Type, whi h ontains o urren es
of the variables Id, Ids1 and Type. Note that variables, unlike lexi al items, do
not have any further stru ture in the abstra t syntax tree.
Now we turn our attention to the spe ial ase of variables of the prede ned
sort CHAR. Apart from the standard treatment of variables given above, some
additional steps are ne essary:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

sorts ID DECL TYPE
lexi al syntax
[a-z℄+
[ \n℄
ontext-free syntax
de l { ID ","}+ ":" TYPE
integer
real
variables
Id
-> ID
Type
-> TYPE
Ids0
-> {ID ","}*
Ids1
-> {ID ","}+
Char
-> CHAR
Chars -> CHAR+

-> ID
-> LAYOUT
-> DECL
-> TYPE
-> TYPE

Figure 39: De larations further extended with variables of sort CHAR

 Add to the derived regular grammar the symbol <CHAR-LEX> and asso iate

with it a regular expression that enumerates all hara ters in the alphabet.
 Add to the derived BNF grammar the non-terminal <CHAR> as well as the
rules
<CHAR> ::= <CHAR-LEX>, and
<CHAR-in--list> ::= <CHAR>.
 For ea h lexi al sort S add a rule of the form
<S > ::= "s" "(" <CHAR-in--list>+ ")",
whi h de nes a on rete representation for the lexi al onstru tor fun tion
asso iated with S .
This leads to rules R2 and G7 in Chapter 8.
The e e t of adding variables over the prede ned sort CHAR is shown in
Figure 39. The only di eren e with the previous example is the addition of the
variables Char and Chars. The derived regular grammar now be omes:
[3℄ <ID-LEX>
[4℄ <LAYOUT-LEX>
[6,7,8℄
<LITERAL-LEX>
[10℄ <ID-VAR>
[11℄ <TYPE-VAR>
[12℄ <{ID ","}*-VAR>
[13℄ <{ID ","}+-VAR>

= ("a" | ... | "z")+
= " " | "\n"
=
=
=
=
=

"de l" | "," | ":" | "integer" | "real"
"Id"
"Type"
"Ids0"
"Ids1"
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[14,15℄
<CHAR-LEX>
[14℄ <CHAR-VAR>
[15℄ <CHAR+-VAR>

= "a" | ... | "z" | "0" | ... | "9" | ...
= "Char"
= "Chars"

The derived BNF grammar is:
[3,10,14,15℄
<ID>
[6℄ <DECL>
[6,12,13℄
<ID-in-,-list>
[7,8,11℄
<TYPE>
[14,15℄
<CHAR>
[14,15℄
<CHAR-in--list>

::= <ID-LEX> | <ID-VAR> |
"id" "(" <CHAR-in--list>+ ")"
::= "de l" { <ID-in-,-list> "," }+ ":" <TYPE>
::= <ID> | <{ID ","}+-VAR> | <{ID ","}*-VAR>
::= "integer" | "real" | <TYPE-VAR>
::= <CHAR-LEX> | <CHAR-VAR>
::= <CHAR> | <CHAR+-VAR> | <CHAR*-VAR>

The derived signature is:
[1℄
[3℄
[6℄
[7℄
[8℄

sorts
CHAR ID DECL TYPE
fun tions
...De larations of onstants for all hara ters...
id
: CHAR+
-> ID
de l : {ID ","}+ # TYPE -> DECL
integer:
-> TYPE
real :
-> TYPE

Figures 40 and 41 show the parse tree and orresponding abstra t syntax
tree for the senten e de l ab, id(Char y Chars) : Type.

7.3 Substitution of variables
Is it possible to de ne a notion of string substitution for variables in on rete
senten es that is dire tly related to variable substitution in the orresponding
abstra t syntax trees as de ned in Se tion 2.3? Given a string s ontaining a
marked o urren e of a variable x of sort A and a string s0 of sort A0  A, we
want to de ne s[x := s0 ℄ as the synta ti ally orre t string in whi h the marked
o urren e of x has been repla ed by s0 in su h a way that
0
0
abs(s[x := s ℄) = abs(s)[A-x := abs(s )℄
where abs(s) is the set of abstra t syntax trees of s ( f. Figure 5), A-x is the
variable of sort A that orresponds to x in the derived signature, and the :=operator in the right-hand side is the substitution operator on abstra t syntax
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<DECL>

f<ID-in-,-list> ","g+

de l
<ID-in-,-list> ,
<ID>
<ID-LEX>
a

b

id

(

: <TYPE>

<ID-in-,-list>

<TYPE-VAR>

<ID>

Type

<CHAR-in--list>+

)

<CHAR-in--list>

<CHAR-in--list>

<CHAR-in--list>

<CHAR>

<CHAR>

<CHAR+-VAR>

<CHAR-VAR>

<CHAR-LEX>

Chars

Char

y

Figure 40: Parse tree for de

l ab, id(Char y Chars) : Type

trees de ned in Se tion 2.3. For the above requirement to be meaningful we
assume that s, s0 and s[x := s0 ℄ have only a single abstra t syntax tree.
Even if all three abstra t syntax trees involved are unique, the :=-operator
on strings annot be as simple as that on abstra t syntax trees for two reasons:
 To ensure that abs distributes over :=, as we require, it will sometimes
be ne essary to en lose s0 in bra kets before the a tual string substitution
is performed.
 If x is a list variable o urring in a list with non-empty separators and s0
is the empty string, substitution of s0 for x may require removal of one of
the list separators adja ent to x.
 It will sometimes be ne essary to insert a layout symbol before and after
the substituted string to avoid di eren es in the lexi al interpretation of
the string before and after substitution.
We now dis uss the rst two points in more detail and assume that the third
point an always be resolved. We all a string substitution s[x := s0 ℄ improper if
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de l

f<ID>

","g+

id

id

CHAR+

CHAR+

a

b

CHAR-Char

y

Figure 41: Abstra t syntax tree for de

TYPE-Type

f<ID>

","g+-Ids1

CHAR+-Chars
l ab, id(Char y Chars) : Type

the abstra t syntax tree obtained after tree substitution is not equal to the tree
obtained after performing the string substitution and reparsing the resulting
string, or, in other words, if
0
0
abs(s[x := s ℄) 6= abs(s)[A-x := abs(s )℄.
We rst de ne prot(s0 ), the prote ted version of s0 in the substitution s[x := s0 ℄.
There are two ases:
 If the substitution s[x := s0 ℄ is improper, de ne prot(s0 ) as the string open
s0 lose, where "open" A0 " lose" -> A0 is an arbitrary bra ket fun tion
for the sort A0 . Su h a fun tion always exists ( f. Se tion 5.4).
 Otherwise, prot(s0 ) = s0 .
Next, we de ne s[x := s0 ℄ as the string obtained by repla ing a substring z of s
by prot(s0 ), where z is de ned as follows:
 If x is a variable of sort fS sepg*, with sep not empty, that appears as
element of a list, and t0 is the empty list distinguish three ases:
{ if x is the only element of the list, z is the marked o urren e of x;
{ otherwise, if x is the last element of the list, z is the marked o urren e of x together with the separator sep pre eding it and the layout
in between (if any);
{ otherwise, z is the marked o urren e of x together with the separator
sep following it and the layout in between (if any).
 In all other ases, z is the marked o urren e of x.
We give some examples. Continuing the example giving in Figure 36, let
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s = de l Ids1, , Id : Type, with orresponding abstra t syntax tree t,
x = Ids1, and
s0 = a, b, with orresponding tree t0 .
The value of the string substitution s[Ids1 := s0 ℄ is de l a, b, , Id : Type
with orresponding abstra t syntax tree t[fID ","g+-Ids1:= t0 ℄.
As a se ond example, let
s = de l Ids0, , Id : Type, with orresponding tree t,
x = Ids0, and
s0 = , with orresponding tree t0 .
The value of the string substitution s[Ids0 := s0 ℄ is de l , Id : Type with
orresponding abstra t syntax tree t[fID"; "g  Ids0 := t0 ℄. Note the elimination of the separator "," following Ids0.
Next, onsider the arithmeti expressions de ned in Figure 25. We add a
de laration

11. variables
12. Exp -> E

for the variable Exp to it. First look at
s = Exp + 4, with orresponding tree t,
x = Exp, and
s0 = 2 * 3, with orresponding tree t0 .
The value of s[Exp := s0 ℄ is 2 * 3 + 4 with abstra t syntax tree t[E-Exp:= t0 ℄.
Next, look at
s = Exp * 4, with orresponding tree t,
x = Exp, and
s0 = 2 + 3, with orresponding tree t0 .
In this ase, bra kets have to be inserted sin e the fun tion at the root of s0
(i.e. "+") has a lower priority than the fun tion at the parent node of Exp (i.e.
"*"). Therefore, the value of s[Exp := s0 ℄ be omes (2 + 3) * 4. Clearly, 2 +
3 * 4 would be an in orre t value for s[Exp := s0 ℄, sin e t[E-Exp:= t0 ℄ is not an
abstra t syntax tree for it.
A nal example will illustrate the e e t of the se ond phase (i.e., appli ation
of the multiset ordering) of the sele tion of parse trees based on the priority de larations. Consider the example given in Figure 34, after adding the de laration
10. variables
11. Exp -> E

for the variable Exp to it. Now look at
s = a sub Exp, with orresponding tree t,
x = Exp, and
s0 = a sup a, with orresponding tree t0 .
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To blo k the higher priority but improper parse using the E sub E sup -> E
fun tion, bra kets have to be inserted and the value of s[Exp := s0 ℄ be omes a
sub fa sup ag with abstra t syntax tree t[E-Exp:= t0 ℄.

7.4 Dis ussion
Two problems have not yet been solved very satisfa torily in the above de nition
of variables. First, a naive implementation of substitution would have to reparse
the string after substitution to determine whether this substitution was proper
or not. We expe t that suÆ ient onditions an be found to determine this and
that an implementation based on these onditions an orre tly, and eÆ iently,
implement substitution. Su h an implementation will, of ourse, not insert a
minimal number of bra kets.
Se ond, some omments are in order regarding our uniform treatment of
variables and \holes" (also known as \meta-variables"). Clearly, SDF variables allow a general des ription of holes, without xing a parti ular syntax for
them. However, the implementation of a syntax-dire ted editor is onsiderably
simpli ed when ertain assumptions about the syntax of holes an be made.
Therefore, we take the point of view that the syntax-dire ted editor may automati ally extend a given SDF de nition with standard de larations for variables
for ea h sort. In our urrent implementation (Generi Syntax-dire ted Editor,
see Chapter 10), for ea h de lared sort S , a variable de laration of the form
"<S >" -> S is generated. These variables are the only variables that an be
used during editing and they may not be used otherwise.

8 Summary of SDF
8.1 Deriving grammars, signature and parse-tree-to-abstra ttree mapping
We an now give the nal version of the de nitions of derived regular grammar,
derived BNF grammar, derived signature, and mapping from parse trees to
abstra t syntax trees.
8.1.1

Derived regular grammar

The derived regular grammar is obtained as follows:
R1 For ea h sort L (in luding the prede ned sorts LAYOUT, IGNORE, and REJECT)
that appears as the result sort of a lexi al fun tion, introdu e the lexi al
non-terminal <L-LEX> and asso iate a regular expression with it onsisting
of the or of all left-hand sides (translated using rules R3, and R4) of lexi al
fun tion de larations for sort L. Repla e sort names appearing in these
left-hand sides by the orresponding lexi al non-terminals de ned before.
R2 If the variables se tion ontains de larations for variables of the prede ned
sort CHAR, introdu e the (reserved) lexi al non-terminal <CHAR-LEX> and
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R3

R4

R5

R6

asso iate a regular expression with it that enumerates all hara ters in the
alphabet.
(Negated) hara ter lasses are repla ed by an or of all hara ters in the
lass.
Repetitions are mapped onto the orresponding repetition operators in the
regular grammar.
Ea h literal symbol o urring in a fun tion de nition in the ontext-free syntax is added as alternative to the (reserved) lexi al non-terminal <LITERAL-LEX>.
For ea h variable de laration of the form
naming -s heme

->

S

where naming-s heme is a regular expression, and S may be either a
simple sort or a list sort, add a regular expression of the form
<S -VAR> =

naming -s heme

to the derived regular grammar.
8.1.2

Derived BNF grammar

In the following de nition we will frequently say that a non-terminal or rule is
\added to the derived grammar". In those ases we always mean that the nonterminal or rule is added unless it is already de ned in the derived grammar .
The derived BNF grammar is obtained as follows:
G1 Introdu e a non-terminal <S > for ea h sort S .
G2 The terminals are both the literal symbols appearing in ontext-free fun tion de larations as well as the lexi al non-terminals of the derived regular
grammar, ex ept <LAYOUT-LEX>, <IGNORE-LEX>, and <REJECT-LEX> and
<LITERAL-LEX>.
G3 For ea h sort L that appears as the result sort of a lexi al fun tion add a
rule of the form:
<L> ::= <L-LEX>,
where <L-LEX> is a lexi al non-terminal introdu ed as terminal in G2.
G4 For ea h list onstru t of the form fS sepg
appearing in a ontext-free
fun tion de laration or a variable de laration, introdu e a non-terminal
<S -in-sep-list> and add a rule of the form:
<S -in-sep-list> ::= <S >.
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G5

G6

For ea h ontext-free fun tion de laration add rules obtained by ex hanging the left-hand side and the right-hand side of the fun tion de laration.
Translate ea h o urren e of a sort into the orresponding non-terminal
as introdu ed in G1, and translate ea h o urren e of a list onstru t in
the fun tion de laration into the orresponding list onstru t in the grammar, i.e., a list of the form fS sepg is translated to f<S -in-sep-list>
sepg , where <S -in-sep-list> is the non-terminal introdu ed in G4.
For ea h variable de laration distinguish two ases:
1. If the de laration has the form naming-s heme -> S , with S a basi
sort, add the rule
<S > ::= <S -VAR>,
where <S -VAR> is a lexi al non-terminal of the derived regular grammar (R6).
2. If the de laration has the form naming-s heme -> fS sepg , add
the rule:
<S -in-sep-list> ::= <fS
where <fS sepg -VAR> is a lexi

G7

g

sep

-VAR>

al non-terminal of the derived regular grammar (R6).
If the variables se tion ontains de larations using the prede ned sort CHAR
do the following:
1. Add the rules
<CHAR> ::= <CHAR-LEX>, and
<CHAR-in--list> ::= <CHAR>,
where <CHAR-LEX> is a lexi al non-terminal introdu ed as terminal
symbol by G2.
2. For ea h sort S 62 fLAYOUT; IGNORE; REJECTg that appears as the
result sort of a lexi al fun tion, add a rule of the form
<S > ::= "s" "(" <CHAR-in--list>+ ")".
This rule de nes the on rete representation for the lexi al onstru tor fun tion asso iated with S (see S5 below).

8.1.3

Derived signature

The derived signature has the form:
S1 A de laration for the prede ned sort CHAR.
S2 De larations for all sorts de lared in the SDF de nition.
S3 Subsort de larations for all hain fun tions in the ontext-free syntax.
S4 De larations of onstants of sort CHAR for all hara ters in the alphabet.
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S5

De larations for lexi al
l

: CHAR+ ->

onstru tor fun tions

of the form

L

for ea h sort L that appears as result sort of a lexi al fun tion, where l is
the name L written in lower ase letters.
S6 Fun tion de larations for ea h fun tion de lared in the ontext-free syntax ex ept hain fun tions and fun tions with the bra ket attribute: for
ea h su h fun tion some unique new name is generated (in a manner not
pres ribed by SDF) and the types of its arguments and of its result are
obtained from the sort names appearing in the original fun tion de nition.
List onstru ts of the form fS sepg are translated to orresponding lists
in the signature, i.e., to fS sepg . If the attribute asso is atta hed to
the original fun tion de laration, it is inherited by the fun tion de laration
in the derived signature.
Re all that variables are impli itly de ned by a signature (Se tion 2.3), therefore
there is no expli it translation from the variables se tion of an SDF de nition
to its derived signature (also see M6 in Se tion 8.1.4).
8.1.4

Mapping from parse trees to abstra t syntax trees

The mapping from parse trees to abstra t syntax trees is de ned as follows. Let
be a parse tree:
M1 If the root of P is labeled with a non-terminal and has a single hild C whose
root is labeled with lexi al non-terminal <L-LEX>, with L 6= LITERAL, the
result of transforming P is an abstra t syntax tree whose root is labeled
with the lexi al onstru tor fun tion for sort L and whose single hild is
the result of transforming C (by using rule M2).
M2 If the root of P is labeled with lexi al token <L-LEX>, with L 6= LITERAL,
its hildren form a list C of hara ters. Su h a P is transformed into
an abstra t syntax tree whose root is labeled with CHAR+ and with the
hara ters in the list C as hildren.
M3 If the root of P is labeled with fS sepg , there are two ases:
1. sep is empty: let C1 ; :::; C be the k hildren of the root of P ; or
2. sep is not empty, the root of P has 2k 1 hildren and let C1 ; C3 ; :::; C2
be the odd numbered hildren (i.e. the hildren orresponding to list
elements and not to separators). Let A be the list of abstra t syntax
trees obtained by re ursively transforming the trees C . The result
of transforming P is a tree whose root is labeled with fS sepg and
that has the elements of A as hildren.
M4 If the root of P is labeled with a non-terminal and orresponds to a hain
fun tion, the result of transforming P is the transformation of the single
hild of its root.

P

k

k

i
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1

M5

M6

If the root of P is labeled with a non-terminal and orresponds to a fun tion
with the bra ket attribute, the result of transforming P is the transformation of the se ond hild of its root, i.e., the only hild labeled with a
non-terminal.
If the root of P is labeled with lexi al token <L-VAR>, it must have a list
onsisting of hara ters C1 ; :::; C as its single hild. Su h a P is transformed into the orresponding variable L-C1 :::C in the derived signature.
If the root of P is labeled with <S -in-sep-list>, the result of transforming
P is the transformation of its single hild.
Otherwise, the root of P is labeled with a non-terminal and P is transformed as follows:
1. All hildren of the root of P that are labeled with a non-terminal
are transformed re ursively. This gives a (possibly empty) list A of
abstra t syntax trees.
2. The root of P together with its hildren orrespond to the appli ation
of some rule R in the derived BNF grammar and some fun tion F in
the derived signature. P is now transformed into an abstra t syntax
tree whose root is labeled with F and with the elements of A as
hildren.
k

k

M7

M8

8.2 Stati onstraints on SDF de nitions
All onstraints on SDF de nitions are now listed for ease of referen e (some of
them were already mentioned in the pre eding Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6).
Sorts

 Multiple de larations of sorts are forbidden.
 The names LAYOUT, IGNORE, REJECT and CHAR are prede ned and annot





be used in a sort de laration.
The sorts LAYOUT, IGNORE, REJECT may only o ur as result sort of a lexi al
fun tion.
The sort CHAR may only be used as result sort of variable de larations.
All sort names used in lexi al or ontext-free fun tions, or variable de larations should be de lared.
Ea h sort should o ur as result sort of at least one (lexi al or ontext-free)
fun tion de laration.

Lexi al syntax

 Multiple de larations of lexi al fun tions are forbidden.
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 All sorts used in lexi al fun tion de larations should be de lared.
 Ea h sort o urring in the left-hand side of a lexi al fun tion de laration

should o ur as result sort in at least one other lexi al fun tion de laration.
 No y li dependen y may exist between lexi al fun tion de larations.
 Ea h result sort (ex ept LAYOUT, IGNORE, REJECT) should o ur in the
left-hand side of at least one (lexi al or ontext-free) fun tion de laration.
 Chara ter lasses should satisfy the restri tions given in Se tion 4.3.

Context-free syntax

 Multiple de larations of ontext-free fun tions are forbidden (even if they







have di erent attributes).
All sorts used in ontext-free fun tion de larations should be de lared.
Ea h sort o urring in the left-hand side of a ontext-free fun tion de laration should o ur as result sort in at least one other (lexi al or ontext-free)
fun tion de laration.
No y li dependen y may exist between hain fun tions.
The attribute bra ket is only allowed for fun tions of the form "open" S
" lose" -> S (see Se tion 5.4).
The asso iativity attributes left, right, asso , and non-asso are only
allowed for binary fun tions of the form S "op" S -> S (see Se tion 6.2).
A suitable bra ket fun tion should be de lared for the argument and result
sorts of all ontext-free fun tions that either have an asso iativity attribute
or o ur in priority or group asso iativity de larations.

Priorities

 All fun tions o urring in a priority de laration should be de lared in the

ontext-free syntax.
 The group asso iativity attributes left, right, and non-asso are only
allowed for binary fun tions of the form S "op" S -> S (see Se tion 6.2).
 Chain and bra ket fun tions are not allowed in priority de larations.
 No y li dependen y may exist between ontext-free fun tions due to
priority de larations.

Variables

 All result sorts (ex ept CHAR) o urring in variable de larations should be

de lared.
 All result sorts (ex ept CHAR) o urring in variable de larations should
o ur as result sort in the ontext-free syntax.
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9 Atta hing semanti s to SDF de nitions
Having ompleted the de nition of SDF itself, we have now at our disposal a
powerful method for transforming on rete strings into (sets of) abstra t terms.
This is suÆ ient to generate a syntax-dire ted editor from a given SDF definition, and, as explained in the introdu tion, it an also be used to ouple
semanti s to it by means of abstra t syntax tree mat hing9.
In Se tion 9.1 we will show SDF an be ombined with algebrai semanti s.
In Se tion 9.2 we introdu e modularity onstru ts. In both ases, ASF [BHK89,
Chapter 1℄ will be used as semanti spe i ation formalism.

9.1 Atta hing algebrai semanti s to SDF
In its simplest form, a module in the algebrai spe i ation formalism ASF
onsists of a signature, de laring sorts and fun tions, and a set of onditional
equations over this signature. The fun tions de lared in su h a module have a
xed syntax. We will now ombine ASF with SDF (obtaining ASF+SDF) in
the following manner:
 Repla e the signature in the ASF module by an SDF de nition (this de nes
a derived signature as well as on rete notation for all fun tions in the
signature);
 Repla e equations written in abstra t form by equations written in onrete form (see below).
The result is a formalism with ompletely user-de nable syntax.
In its simplest form, an ASF equation is des ribed by the grammar rule
<equation> ::= <tag> <term> "=" <term>

where <tag> is a label identifying the equation and <term> de nes all wellformed terms (in pre x form).The two terms appearing in an equation should
be of the same sort. An example of an ASF equation is:
[B1℄ or(true, false) = true.
Now, the key idea is to repla e the (abstra t) terms in the above de nition of
equations by their on rete ounterpart as de ned by an SDF de nition. For
ea h spe i ation SPEC , this an be a hieved by using the following, parameterized, grammar rule <equation>[SPEC℄ for equations:
<equation>[SPEC℄ ::=
<tag> <S1 > "=" <S1 > |
... |
<tag> <Sn > "=" <Sn >

where S1 ; :::; S are the sorts de lared in the (SDF part of the) spe i ation
, and <S1 >; :::;<S > are the non-terminals orresponding to these sorts in
the derived BNF-grammar. Ea h on rete equation
n

SP EC

9 Lists,

n

subsorts and asso iative fun tions should be taken are of by the mat hing pro ess.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

sorts BOOL
(SDF definition)
lexi al syntax
[ \n℄
-> LAYOUT
ontext-free syntax
true
-> BOOL
false
-> BOOL
BOOL "&" BOOL -> BOOL {asso }
BOOL "v" BOOL -> BOOL {asso }
"!" BOOL
-> BOOL
"(" BOOL ")"
-> BOOL {bra ket}
priorities
"!" BOOL -> BOOL > BOOL "&" BOOL -> BOOL >
BOOL "v" BOOL -> BOOL
13. variables
14.
B [0-9℄*
-> BOOL
15. equations
16.
true & true
17.
true & false
18.
false & true
19.
false & false
20.
B v true
21.
B v false
22.
B1 v B2
23.
! true
24.
! false

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

true
false
false
false
true
B
B2 v B1
false
true

(Semanti rules)

Figure 42: Booleans: a spe i ation of the Boolean data type.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

sorts ID PAIR TABLE
lexi al syntax
[a-z℄+
[ \n℄
ontext-free syntax
"(" ID ":" ID ")"
empty-table
PAIR "" TABLE
lookup ID in TABLE
variables
Id "'"*
T

(SDF definition)
-> ID
-> LAYOUT
->
->
->
->

PAIR
TABLE
TABLE
ID

-> ID
-> TABLE

13. equations
14. lookup Id in (Id : Id')  T = Id'
15.

(Semanti rules)

Id != Id'
==============================================
lookup Id in (Id' : Id'')  T = lookup Id in T

Figure 43: Tables: spe i ation of a table data type.
[1℄

u

=

v

with u and v strings, an now be transformed into the abstra t equation
[1'℄

(u) =

abs

(v )

abs

provided that
 u and v are both synta ti ally orre t strings;
 both u and v are unambiguous (alternatively, one ould impose the weaker
ondition that the sets of abstra t syntax trees for u and v both ontain
only a single tree of the same sort).
This same mapping an be arried out for onditional equations in the spe i ation. The grammar to be used for parsing ea h equation of the spe i ation
SPEC thus onsists of:
 an instan e of the parameterized rule <equation>[SPEC℄ given above;
 the derived grammar for the SDF part of SPEC .
The example in Figure 42 will illustrate this method. The derived regular
grammar is:
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[3℄ <LAYOUT-LEX> = " " | "\n"
[5,6,7,8,9,10℄
<LITERAL-LEX> = "true" | "false" | "&" | "v" | "!" |
"(" | ")"
[14℄ <BOOL-VAR>
= "B" ("0" | "1" | "2" | "3" | "4" |
"5" | "6" | "7" | "8" | "9")*

The derived BNF grammar is:
[5,6,7,8,9,10℄
<BOOL>

::= "true" | "false" | <BOOL> "&" <BOOL> |
<BOOL> "v" <BOOL> | "!" <BOOL> |
"(" <BOOL> ")" | <BOOL-VAR>

The derived signature is:
[1℄ sorts BOOL
fun tions
[5℄
true :
->
[6℄
false:
->
[7℄
"&" : BOOL # BOOL ->
[8℄
"v" : BOOL # BOOL ->
[9℄
"!" : BOOL
->

BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL

Finally, the instantiation of <equation>[Booleans℄ for the example in Figure 42 is:
<equation>[Booleans℄ ::= <tag> <BOOL> "=" <BOOL>

Given these ingredients it should now be obvious how equations in on rete form
are mapped to equations in abstra t form. Equations 17 and 20, for instan e,
will be mapped to
[17℄ "&"(true, false) = false
[20℄ "v"(BOOL-B, true) = true

We on lude this se tion with three more examples. Figure 43 shows a de nition
of a table data type. It illustrates the use of a onditional equation in line 15.
Figure 44 shows a de nition of identi ers on whi h a length fun tion is de ned.
Here we use hara ter variables in ombination with the (impli itly generated)
lexi al fun tion id. Figure 45 shows a de nition of natural numbers based on
their de imal representation. It illustrates, among other things, the use of list
variables.

9.2 Binding SDF to a modular spe i ation formalism
On e we have explained how ASF and SDF an be ombined at the level of
a single module, it is relatively straightforward to over the modularization
onstru ts of ASF as well. The operations to be onsidered are:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

sorts ID NAT
lexi al syntax
[a-z℄ [a-z0-9℄*
[ \n℄
ontext-free syntax
0
su "(" NAT ")"
length "(" ID ")"
variables
Char
Chars

(SDF definition)
-> ID
-> LAYOUT
-> NAT
-> NAT
-> NAT
-> CHAR
-> CHAR+

12. equations
(Semanti rules)
13. length(id(Char))
= su (0)
14. length(id(Chars Char)) = su (length(id(Chars)))

Figure 44: Identifiers: spe i ation of identi ers with a length fun tion.






export/hiding of sorts and fun tions;
import of a module in another module;
renaming of sorts and fun tions of a module;
a tualization of parameterized modules.
In ASF, the meaning of these operations is de ned by means of a normalization pro edure, i.e., a textual expansion pro edure that eliminates all modular
stru ture from a spe i ation and yields a single, unstru tured, spe i ation
onsisting of a signature and equations. By and large, the same method an be
applied to the ombination of ASF and SDF. Examples of ASF+SDF spe i ations an be found in [Meu88, BHK89, Hen91℄.

10 Notes on the implementation of SDF
SDF has been implemented as part of the \ASF+SDF Meta-environment" des ribed in [Kli91℄. It ontains the Generi Syntax-dire ted Editor (GSE) [Log88,
DK90, Koo92℄ mentioned earlier in Se tion 7.4.
The SDF implementation is written in LeLisp and uses ISG (In remental
S anner Generator [HKR87℄) to generate lexi al s anners from the lexi al syntax of the SDF de nition, and IPG (In remental Parser Generator [HKR89℄) to
generate parsers from the ontext-free syntax of the SDF de nition. Both generators are lazy as well as in remental (i.e., only those parts of the s anner and
parser are generated that are a tually needed, and modi ations to the lexi al
and ontext-free syntax are propagated to the already generated s anner and
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parser, thus avoiding their omplete regeneration). The underlying prin iples
have been des ribed in [HKR91℄.
Another distin tive feature of ISG and IPG is that they allow ambiguities.
ISG may produ e more than one interpretation for a lexeme; IPG an handle
arbitrary ontext-free grammars and may thus produ e more than one abstra t
syntax tree for a given input string.

11 Dis ussion
11.1 Basi assumptions
We brie y re all some of the main assumptions and hoi es underlying the design
of SDF:
 The implementation of SDF does not impose restri tions on the lass of
a eptable grammars. This has several major advantages: it is never
ne essary to rewrite a given grammar to t a parti ular sub lass of the
ontext-free grammars and the omposition of grammars is always possible. It also means that ontext-free and abstra t syntax bear a lose
resemblan e to ea h other. As a onsequen e, there is little need for expli it abstra t syntax tree onstru tion rules (see next point). The other
side of the pi ture is that grammars may be ome ambiguous.
 There is a xed mapping between parse trees and abstra t syntax trees.
The advantages of this hoi e are twofold: the writer of the spe i ation
does not have to give a separate de nition of the tree onstru tion pro ess
and the user of the spe i ation sees trees that orrespond to grammar
rules in a ompletely predi table way. Clearly, a degree of freedom has
been lost here. Asso iating \non-standard" trees with a grammar rule an
only be a hieved, in our ase, by omputing them by means of semanti
rules.
 Lexi al entities are represented as strings of hara ters and not as trees.
While the latter representation is attra tive from a theoreti al point of
view, we opted for the former for reasons of eÆ ien y in the SDF implementation.
11.2 Omissions
Some of the features not in luded in SDF are:
 There is no way of expressing prettyprinting formats for fun tions. The
main reason for this omission is that adding this information would make
SDF fun tion de nitions harder to read. The editors generated from SDFde nitions by the GSE editor generator mentioned in the previous Chapter
do not use prettyprinting but maintain both the original text representation as well as the orresponding abstra t syntax tree.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

31.

32.
34.
36.
38.
40.
42.

sorts DIGIT NAT NAT-LIST
(SDF definition)
lexi al syntax
[0-9℄
-> DIGIT
DIGIT+
-> NAT
ontext-free syntax
NAT "+" NAT
-> NAT {left}
NAT "*" NAT
-> NAT {left}
{NAT ","}*
-> NAT-LIST
move DIGIT in NAT-LIST -> NAT-LIST
priorities
NAT "*" NAT -> NAT > NAT "+" NAT -> NAT
variables
n [0-9℄*
-> NAT
nats [0-9℄*
-> {NAT ","}*
[0-9℄*
-> CHAR
x [0-9℄*
-> CHAR*
y [0-9℄*
-> CHAR+
equations
(Semanti rules)
move 0 in nats
= nats
move 1 in n1,nats
= nats
move 2 in n1,n2,nats
= nats
move 3 in n1,n2,n3,nats
= nats
move 4 in n1,n2,n3,n4,nats
= nats
move 5 in n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,nats
= nats
move 6 in n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6,nats
= nats
move 7 in n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6,n7,nats
= nats
move 8 in n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6,n7,n8,nats
= nats
move 9 in n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6,n7,n8,n9,nats = nats
nat(0 y) = nat(y)
move digit( 1) in 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,
10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18 = nats1,
move digit( 2) in nats1 = n, nats2
====================================================
nat( 1) + nat( 2) = n)
nat( 1) + nat( 2) = nat(x ),
nat(0 x1) + nat(0 x2) + nat(0 x) = nat(y)
=========================================
nat(x1 1) + nat(x2 2) = nat(y ))
n * 0
= 0
33.
n * 1
= n
n * 2
= n + n
35.
n * 3
= n + n
n * 4
= n + n * 3 37.
n * 5
= n + n
n * 6
= n + n * 5 39.
n * 7
= n + n
n * 8
= n + n * 7 41.
n * 9
= n + n

*
*
*
*

2
4
6
8

nat(y1) * nat(y2) = nat(y)
=================================================
nat(y1) * nat(y2 ) = nat(y 0) + nat(y1) * nat( )

Figure 45: Naturals: spe i ation of de imal natural numbers.
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 There is no notion of optional onstru ts in ontext-free fun tions.
 There is no alternative operator.
 Repetitions (in lexi al syntax as well as in the ontext-free syntax) annot

be restri ted to a xed number of repetitions. This has to be expressed
by means of semanti rules.

11.3 Limitations of lexi al syntax
The Prefer Literals rule (Se tion 5.2) gives pre eden e to literals in the ontextfree syntax over other lexi al tokens. As a onsequen e, the senten e if :=
while + then will not be a epted as a legal statement in the example in Figure 46, sin e the tokens if, while, and then are only re ognized as literals, and
not also as identi ers. One, not very satisfa tory, way to ir umvent this limitation is shown in Figure 47: all keywords have been added expli itly as alternatives of sort ID to the ontext-free syntax. This de nition has the disadvantage
that identi ers (de ned by a fun tion in the lexi al syntax) and keywords (dened by onstants in the ontext-free syntax) are represented di erently in the
abstra t syntax. This di eren e will manifest itself when string mat hing is
attempted on an identi er that happens to be equal to a literal. Alternatives
for solving this problem are:
 Forbid onstants in the ontext-free syntax.
 Add ex eptions to the de nition of the derived signature and of the mapping from parse trees to abstra t syntax trees in su h a way that onstants
de ned in the ontext-free syntax and lexi al fun tions are represented in
a uniform way.
 Add a me hanism to (de)a tivate the Prefer Literals rule.
Further resear h is needed to determine the best approa h to this problem.
Another, general, limitation of the de nition of lexi al syntax in SDF, is that
no \a tions" (i.e., updating of ounters, onsulting symbol tables, et .) an be
performed when a token is being re ognized. As a result, several aspe ts of
lexi al syntax are diÆ ult to express in SDF:
 Nesting of omments (as, for instan e, in C);
 The use of indentation for indi ating blo k stru ture (as, for instan e, in
ABC and OCCAM).
Apart from a default solution in the form of atta hing extra semanti rules to
the SDF de nition, we do not yet see a really elegant solution to this lass of
problems.
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1. sorts ID EXP STAT
2. lexi al syntax
3.
[a-z℄+
-> ID
4.
[ \n℄
-> LAYOUT
5. ontext-free syntax
6.
if EXP then STAT -> STAT
7.
while EXP do STAT -> STAT
8.
ID ":=" EXP
-> STAT
9.
EXP "+" EXP
-> EXP
10. ID
-> EXP

Figure 46: A simple language.

1. sorts ID EXP STAT
2. lexi al syntax
3.
[a-z℄+
-> ID
4.
[ \n℄
-> LAYOUT
5. ontext-free syntax
6.
if
-> ID
7.
then
-> ID
8.
while
-> ID
9.
do
-> ID
10. if EXP then STAT -> STAT
11. while EXP do STAT -> STAT
12. ID ":=" EXP
-> STAT
13. EXP "+" EXP
-> EXP
14. ID
-> EXP

Figure 47: Language from Figure 46 with overlapping keywords and identi ers.
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11.4 Related work
There have been many attempts to introdu e user-de nable syntax in programming languages. These ideas have led to user-de nable syntax for operators
in Algol68, Prolog, Snobol4 and other programming languages, and to various
styles of ma ro-de nitions (PL/I, Lisp). Around 1970, there was mu h interest
in so- alled extensible languages [?, ?, ?℄. The aim of this line of resear h was to
de ne a small base language in ombination with a syntax de nition formalism.
New language onstru ts ould then be added to the base language by de ning
their syntax and by des ribing their semanti s in terms of the base language.
For various reasons, however, the overall goal of full synta ti and semanti
language extensibility has never been ompletely a hieved. Although it does
not have a synta ti extension me hanism, Smalltalk-80 may be viewed as the
most su essful extensible language in existen e. (Smalltalk-72|a prede essor
of Smalltalk-80|did support synta ti extensibility: ea h lass had to parse the
messages send to it expli itly. This feature has been repla ed by a more limited
s heme of keyword parameters in Smalltalk-80. This new s heme result in more
readable programs and allows a more eÆ ient implementation.)
A su essful method for de ning the syntax of language onstru ts is by
means of syntax-dire ted translations [?, ASU86℄. Lex/Ya and Metal (to be
dis ussed below) fall into this ategory. The Lithe system [San82℄ ombines
syntax-dire ted translations with lasses. Apart from the fa t that its lexial syntax is xed, Lithe has user-de nable LR(1)-syntax. O'Donnell's notational spe i ations [O'D85℄ onstitute an alternative to syntax-dire ted translations. Most losely related to our work are the user-de nable dist x operators
in OBJ [FGJM85℄ and Asspegique/Cigale [Voi86℄.
The following features an be used to hara terize syntax de nition formalisms:
 The lass of a eptable grammars.
 The integration between the des ription of lexi al and of ontext-free syntax.
 The lass of ontext-free syntax/abstra t syntax pairs that an be des ribed.
 The integration between the des ription of ontext-free syntax and of abstra t syntax.
 The treatment of variables.
We will restri t ourselves to some representative examples, namely Lex [LS86℄,
Ya [Joh86℄, Metal (the spe i ation language of the Mentor system [KLMM83℄),
SSL (the spe i ation language of the Synthesizer Generator [Rep82, RT89℄),
and the spe i ation language of the PSG system [BS86℄. In [HK89℄ we have
already ompared SDF with Lex, Ya and Metal by studying several examples
in ea h of these formalisms.
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The syntax de nitions for Lex/Ya , Metal, and SSL are restri ted to LALR(1)
grammars, those for PSG to LL(1) grammars, while SDF de nitions allow arbitrary ontext-free grammars.
In Lex/Ya expli it token names are used for the ommuni ation between
lexi al and ontext-free syntax. A similar method is used in Metal, SSL and
PSG. In SDF, there is a better integration between lexi al and ontext-free
syntax. Token names are, for instan e, generated automati ally.
Lex/Ya allow the greatest freedom in the reation of abstra t syntax trees
(i.e., arbitrary C data stru tures). In Metal, abstra t syntax is des ribed by
means of a signature-like notation. With ea h rule in the ontext-free grammar,
a tree onstru tion rule is asso iated whi h de nes the abstra t syntax tree to
be onstru ted for strings a epted by this grammar rule. This allows the onstru tion of arbitrary trees provided that they onform to the given signature.
In SSL, the onstru tion of abstra t syntax trees is des ribed by a separate attribute grammar. In this respe t, SSL has the same expressive power as Metal.
In PSG, abstra t syntax is de ned by a olle tion of lass and onstru tor rules
resembling signatures, while on rete syntax is de ned by a string-to-tree transformation grammar that de nes the abstra t syntax tree to be asso iated with
ea h string. In parti ular, the name of a onstru tor of the abstra t syntax is
asso iated with ea h ontext-free grammar rule (this limits the set of trees that
an be onstru ted for ea h grammar rule). In SDF, there is a xed orresponden e between rules in the ontext-free syntax and rules in the abstra t syntax.
It is therefore impossible to asso iate an arbitrary tree with strings a epted by
a given syntax rule.
Metal, SSL and PSG have built-in notations for variables (also alled metavariables, pla eholders, or holes). SDF has no su h standard onvention but
allows the de nition of naming s hemes for variables.

11.5 Future developments
The following problems remain to be solved:
 The treatment of ambiguities needs further resear h: (a) it is desirable to
have a suÆ ient but not overly restri tive ondition on SDF de nitions
that guarantees that they de ne a non-ambiguous language; (b) the use
of type information to resolve ambiguities should be studied.
 The ombination of SDF with other formalisms su h as TYPOL [Des84,
Kah87℄, Prolog, and rst-order logi should be studied. Some of the problems involved are: (a) signature and term translations (ne essary to map
the derived signature of SDF de nitions and terms over it on signatures
and terms as they exist in the target spe i ation formalism); (b) modeling
of relations (SDF only provides de nitions of fun tions).
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12 A knowledgements
Hans van Dijk suggested to retain only parse trees without priority on i ts
rather than, for instan e, parse trees with a minimal number of on i ts. Freek
Wiedijk ommented on an earlier version of this manual. The SDF de nition of
Pas al in Appendix B was written by Karin Vos.
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A SDF in SDF
sorts
Id Iterator
Es Char C-Char CharRange L-Char
CharClass Literal Module Se tion SyntaxSe tion
Lexi alFun tion Spe ialLexId Basi LexElem LexElem
CfFun tion BareFun tion CfElem Attributes
PriorChain Fun tionList
Variable VarSort
FunOpName ListOpName
lexi al syntax
[A-Z℄
[A-Z℄ [A-Za-z0-9\-_℄* [A-Za-z0-9℄
[+*℄
"\\" ~ [℄
"\\" [01℄ [0-7℄ [0-7℄
~ [\000-\037\-\[\℄\\℄
Es Char
C-Char
C-Char "-" C-Char
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->
->
->
->
->

Id
Id
Iterator
Es Char
Es Char

->
->
->
->

C-Char
C-Char
CharRange
CharRange

"[" CharRange* "℄"

-> CharClass

~ [\000-\037"\\℄
Es Char
"\"" L-Char* "\""
[a-z℄
[a-z℄ [A-Za-z0-9\-_℄* [A-Za-z0-9℄

->
->
->
->
->

[ \t\n℄
"%%" ~[\n℄ * "\n"
"%" ~[\n%℄ + "%"

-> LAYOUT
-> LAYOUT
-> LAYOUT

ontext-free syntax
"module" Id Se tion*
"module" Id SyntaxSe tion*

L-Char
L-Char
Literal
Literal
Literal

-> Module
-> Module

"imports" Id+
"exports" SyntaxSe tion+
"hiddens" SyntaxSe tion+
"sorts" Id+
"lexi al" "syntax" Lexi alFun tion+
" ontext-free" "syntax" CfFun tion+
"priorities" {PriorChain ","}+
"variables" Variable+

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

Se tion
Se tion
Se tion
SyntaxSe
SyntaxSe
SyntaxSe
SyntaxSe
SyntaxSe

LexElem+ "->" Id
LexElem+ "->" Spe ialLexId
"LAYOUT"
"IGNORE"
"REJECT"
Id
Literal
CharClass
"~" CharClass
Basi LexElem Iterator
Basi LexElem

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

Lexi alFun tion
Lexi alFun tion
Spe ialLexId
Spe ialLexId
Spe ialLexId
Basi LexElem
Basi LexElem
Basi LexElem
Basi LexElem
LexElem
LexElem

FunOpName CfElem* "->" Id Attributes
Literal "(" {CfElem ","}* ")" "->" Id Attributes
Id
Literal
Id Iterator ListOpName
"{" Id Literal "}" Iterator ListOpName
% EMPTY %
"{" {Literal ","}+ "}"
Literal ":"
% EMPTY %
":" Literal
% EMPTY %

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

CfFun tion
CfFun tion
CfElem
CfElem
CfElem
CfElem
Attributes
Attributes
FunOpName
FunOpName
ListOpName
ListOpName
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tion
tion
tion
tion
tion

Fun tionList ">" {Fun tionList ">"}+
Fun tionList "<" {Fun tionList "<"}+
"{" Literal ":" {BareFun tion ","}+ "}"
BareFun tion
"{" {BareFun tion ","}+ "}"
"{" Literal ":" {BareFun tion ","}+ "}"
CfElem* "->" Id
Literal+
Literal "(" {CfElem ","}* ")" "->" Id

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

PriorChain
PriorChain
PriorChain
Fun tionList
Fun tionList
Fun tionList
BareFun tion
BareFun tion
BareFun tion

LexElem+ "->" VarSort
Id
Id Iterator
"{" Id Literal "}" Iterator
"CHAR"
"CHAR" Iterator

->
->
->
->
->
->

Variable
VarSort
VarSort
VarSort
VarSort
VarSort

The above de nition gives the syntax of SDF as urrently implemented in the
ASF+SDF Meta-environment and ontains module headers, as well as se tions
for de ning imports, exports and hiddens. Observe that:
 The module header is only required in stand-alone SDF implementations
and should not be used when writing ASF+SDF modules. In other words,
the SDF-part of ASF+SDF modules has the form Se tion*.
 Compared to previous versions of SDF attributes like left, right, et .,
no longer appear as expli it literals in the de nition but they are all represented by the sort Literal. This was done to make it easier to add new
attributes in the future. In addition, a non-empty list of attributes should
now be en losed by f and g.

B Berkeley Pas al in SDF
sorts
StarComChar Id StringElem
CharString Base UnsignedInt SignedInt
UnsignedReal Number O talConst
Program ProgHeading Blo k De l LabelDe l
ConstDe l TypeDe l VarDe l Pro De l Fun De l LabelList
Pro Heading Fun Heading Pars Par
Const Type SimpleType FileType NonfileType
Stru tType Field FieldList VariantPart Variant
Var QualifiedVar Statement Assignment
CaseListElem Expr SetElem A tualPar
lexi al syntax
[ \t\n\r℄
"{" ~[}℄ * "}"

-> LAYOUT
-> LAYOUT
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~ [*℄
"*" ~ [)℄
"(*" StarComChar "*)"
"#in lude" ~[\n℄ * "\n"

->
->
->
->

[a-zA-Z℄ [a-zA-Z0-9℄*

-> Id

"o t"
"hex"

-> Base
-> Base

~ ['\n℄
"''"
"'" StringElem+ "'"
"#" StringElem+ "#"

->
->
->
->

StringElem
StringElem
CharString
CharString

[0-7℄+ [bB℄
[0-9℄+
UnsignedInt
[+\-℄ UnsignedInt

->
->
->
->

O talConst
UnsignedInt
SignedInt
SignedInt

UnsignedInt "." UnsignedInt
UnsignedInt "." UnsignedInt [eE℄ SignedInt
UnsignedInt [eE℄ SignedInt

-> UnsignedReal
-> UnsignedReal
-> UnsignedReal

UnsignedInt
UnsignedReal
O talConst

-> Number
-> Number
-> Number

ontext-free syntax
ProgHeading De l* Blo k "."
De l*
program Id "(" {Id ","}+ ")" ";"
begin {Statement ";"}+ end

->
->
->
->

StarComChar
StarComChar
LAYOUT
LAYOUT

Program
Program
ProgHeading
Blo k

label {UnsignedInt ","}+

-> De l

onst {ConstDe l ";"}+ ";"
Id "=" Const
CharString
Id
Number
"+" Number
"-" Number

->
->
->
->
->
->
->

De l
ConstDe l
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const

type {TypeDe l ";"}+ ";"
Id "=" Type
SimpleType
"^" Id
FileType
Stru tType

->
->
->
->
->
->

De l
TypeDe l
Type
Type
Type
Type
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pa ked Stru tType

-> Type

Id
"(" {Id ","}+ ")"
Const ".." Const
file of NonfileType
SimpleType
"^" Id
Stru tType
pa ked Stru tType

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

SimpleType
SimpleType
SimpleType
FileType
NonfileType
NonfileType
NonfileType
NonfileType

array "[" {SimpleType ","}+ "℄" of Type
set of SimpleType
re ord FieldList end
{Field ";"}+ VariantPart
{Id ","}+ ":" Type
% empty %
ase Id of {Variant ";"}+
ase Id ":" Id of {Variant ";"}+
% empty %
{Const ","}+ ":" "(" FieldList ")"
% empty %

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

Stru tType
Stru tType
Stru tType
FieldList
Field
Field
VariantPart
VariantPart
VariantPart
Variant
Variant

var {VarDe l ";"}+ ";"
{Id ","}+ ":" Type

-> De l
-> VarDe l

Pro
pro
Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro

De l
edure Id Pars ";"
Heading De l* Blo k ";"
Heading forward ";"
Heading external Id ";"
Heading external ";"

->
->
->
->
->
->

De l
Pro Heading
Pro De l
Pro De l
Pro De l
Pro De l

Fun
fun
Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun

De l
tion Id
Heading
Heading
Heading
Heading

->
->
->
->
->
->

De l
Fun Heading
Fun De l
Fun De l
Fun De l
Fun De l

"(" {Par ";"}+ ")"
% empty %
{Id ","}+ ":" Id
var {Id ","}+ ":" Id
pro edure Id Pars
fun tion Id Pars ":" Id

->
->
->
->
->
->

Pars
Pars
Par
Par
Par
Par

Id
QualifiedVar
Id "[" {Expr ","}+ "℄"

-> Var
-> Var
-> QualifiedVar

Pars ":" Type ";"
De l* Blo k ";"
forward ";"
external Id ";"
external ";"
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QualifiedVar "[" {Expr ","}+ "℄"
Id "." Id
QualifiedVar "." Id
Id "^"
QualifiedVar "^"

->
->
->
->
->

QualifiedVar
QualifiedVar
QualifiedVar
QualifiedVar
QualifiedVar

Var ":=" Expr
Assignment
begin {Statement ";"}+ end
if Expr then Statement
if Expr then Statement else Statement
while Expr do Statement
repeat {Statement ";"}+ until Expr
for Assignment to Expr do Statement
for Assignment downto Expr do Statement
ase Expr of {CaseListElem ";"}+ end
with {Var ","}+ do Statement
Id
Id "(" {A tualPar ","}+ ")"
UnsignedInt Statement
goto UnsignedInt
% empty %

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

Assignment
Statement
Statement
Statement
Statement
Statement
Statement
Statement
Statement
Statement
Statement
Statement
Statement
Statement
Statement
Statement

{Const ","}+ ":" Statement
% empty %

-> CaseListElem
-> CaseListElem

Number
nil
CharString
Var
Id "(" {A tualPar ","}+ ")"
not Expr
"~" Expr
"+" Expr
"-" Expr
"[" {SetElem ","}* "℄"
Expr "+" Expr
Expr "-" Expr
Expr "|" Expr
Expr or Expr
Expr "*" Expr
Expr "&" Expr
Expr "/" Expr
Expr div Expr
Expr mod Expr
Expr and Expr

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

Expr "=" Expr
Expr ">" Expr
Expr "<" Expr

-> Expr {non-asso }
-> Expr {non-asso }
-> Expr {non-asso }
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Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr

{left}
{left}
{left}
{left}
{left}
{left}
{left}
{left}
{left}
{left}

Expr "<>" Expr
Expr "<=" Expr
Expr ">=" Expr
Expr in Expr
"(" Expr ")"

->
->
->
->
->

Expr
Expr ".." Expr

-> SetElem
-> SetElem

Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr

->
->
->
->
->

":" Expr
":" Expr ":" Expr
Base
":" Expr Base

Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr
Expr

A
A
A
A
A

tualPar
tualPar
tualPar
tualPar
tualPar

priorities
{ not Expr -> Expr, "~" Expr -> Expr,
"+" Expr -> Expr, "-" Expr -> Expr }
>
{ left:
Expr "*" Expr -> Expr, Expr "&" Expr -> Expr,
Expr "/" Expr -> Expr, Expr div Expr -> Expr,
Expr mod Expr -> Expr, Expr and Expr -> Expr }
>
{ left:
Expr "+" Expr -> Expr, Expr "-" Expr -> Expr,
Expr "|" Expr -> Expr, Expr or Expr -> Expr }
>
{ non-asso :
Expr "=" Expr -> Expr, Expr ">" Expr -> Expr,
Expr "<" Expr -> Expr, Expr "<=" Expr -> Expr,
Expr ">=" Expr -> Expr, Expr "<>" Expr -> Expr,
Expr in Expr -> Expr }
priorities
if Expr then Statement else Statement -> Statement >
if Expr then Statement -> Statement

Note:
 This de nition of Pas al onforms to [?℄.
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{non-asso
{non-asso
{non-asso
{non-asso
{bra ket}

}
}
}
}

